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CHAPTER 1
DEBATE

A. Introduction
Debating is about persuasion. Debating is not about rules. People are

persuaded by various means, rational and irrational, logical and
illogical.Persuasion may differ depending on cultural context and local
customs. The purpose of this guide is to provide some objectivity about what
constitutes effective debating. It allows debaters and adjudicators to hold
certain expectations about how to prepare, present and judge
debates.Debaters will generally be more persuasive if they comply with the
rules in this guide.However, the guide will not always tell us the answers.
Debaters and adjudicators shouldbe aware that each rule has a purpose, and
that sometimes the same purpose can beachieved in contradiction of the
rule. In these instances, debaters should be rewarded for achieving the
objective of the rule.The rules provide a framework within which adjudicators
make objective assessments and limit their subjectivity. Debating is a means
by which our community discusses and analyses issues of public importance.
Setting out rules that promote fairness betweenteams and speakers is more
likely to lead to better public debate and enhance thereputation of debate as
an effective means of communication.

This book relates to a specific but common style of debate.  It is the
style used in most schools throughout Australia and in many other countries,
at the Australian National Schools Debating Championships and at the World
Schools Debating Championships.  In this style, there are two teams in every
debate.   One team is required to argue that the topic is true.  This team is
called the ‘affirmative’, or sometimes the ‘proposition’.  The other team is
required to argue that the topic is not true.   This team is called the
‘negative’, or sometimes the ‘opposition’.  Each team uses two basic types of
argument to support for its side of the topic.  First, there are substantive
arguments.   These are prepared arguments in favor of a team’s side of the
topic.   Second, there is rebuttal.  Rebuttal is your attack on your opposition’s
arguments.  The difference between substantive arguments and rebuttal is
the  distinction  between  showing  why  your  team  is  right  and  showing
why  your opposition is wrong.  It is impossible to say whether substantive
arguments or rebuttal are  more  important – each  is  just  as  important  as
the  other, and  each  is  vital  for successful debating.

There are three speakers on each team.   Speakers are usually
identified by their speaking number and their team side.  For example,
debaters might speak of the ‘First Affirmative’  (the  first  speaker  of the
affirmative  team),  or  the  ‘Third  Negative’  (the third  speaker  of  the
negative  team).   Every speaker except the First Affirmative (the first speaker
in the entire debate) is expected to rebut his or her opposition.   The first and
second speakers on both teams are also expected to present substantive
arguments.

The third speeches, therefore, are used for rebuttal and summary.  The
debate is ‘controlled’ by a ‘chair’ (also referred to as a ‘chairperson’).
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Debaters should always start their speeches by acknowledging both the chair
and the audience.  A male chair is usually referred to as “Mr.  Chairman”;  a
female  chair  as  “Madame Chair”.   A  common  way  of  starting  a  debating
speech  is  therefore,  “Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen”, or “Madame
Chair, ladies and gentlemen”.  It is the duty of the chair to call each speaker
in turn.   For  example,  the  chair  might  introduce  the  first speaker of the
debate by saying, “It is now my pleasure to introduce the first speaker of the
affirmative  team,  to  open  her  team’s  case,  Julie.”   The following diagram
shows the basic lay-out of a debate in this style.

Participants speak in order, alternating sides.   The affirmative team speaks first.
The following diagram shows this.
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Every  debate  has  a  result – one  team  wins  and  one  team  loses.   There
cannot be a draw.   The  result  is  decided  and  announced  by the
adjudicator – somebody who  has watched and followed the debate
carefully in order to decide the result.  Adjudicators are  not  allowed  to
make  random  or  arbitrary  decisions – they  must  follow  clear guidelines
about what is, and is not, good debating.  Of course, debaters and audience
members  will  often  disagree  with  an  adjudicator’s  decision,  and
sometimes  adjudicators  disagree  with  each  other.   However,  this  is  part
of  the  challenge  of debating:  to  debate  well  enough  that  you  can
persuade  any  adjudicator  that  you deserve to win the debate.
Adjudicators use three categories to consider debates:⇒ Manner describes the way that a particular speech is presented: ‘how you

say it’.  For example, how interesting, sincere or humorous is the speaker?⇒ Matter describes  the  arguments  that  you present, both  in  their general
strength and  in  the  way  that  you  support  and  explain  them.⇒ Method describes the structure of your speech.   It  can  often  become  a
‘mixed bag’ category involving all those parts of your speech that don’t
seem to fit into either  manner  or  matter.

It is important to consider the weightings of these categories.  First,
matter and manner (content and style) are weighted equally.  Many debaters
and supporters automatically assume that a team that presents well should
win the debate – this is not necessarily the case. Second, method (strategy)
is only weighted half as significantly as matter and manner, but is still
significant nonetheless.  Many debaters and supporters discount the
importance  of  method, seeing  it  as  a  ‘poor  cousin’  to  matter  and
manner.   However, although it is weighted less, method can and does
directly affect the outcome of many debates.  Regardless  of  how  effective
the  categories  are  in  evaluating  speeches,  or  which marking  scheme  is
being  used,  they  are  not  very  effective  in  explaining  or  teaching
debating.   This  is  largely because  method  and  matter  (content  and
strategy)  are  very closely linked - if you structure your speech well, you will
naturally present a stronger argument.   Similarly,  a  strong,  clear  argument
is  impossible  without  at  least  some structure.   Therefore, if you try to
prepare debates by separating matter and method, you risk becoming
confused and complicating your arguments.  Although many good books
divide their explanation into the traditional categories of manner,  matter
and  method,  I  have  divided  this  book  into  what  I  consider  to  be  the
best  three  categories  for  teaching  debating:  Preparation,  Rebuttal  and
Manner.   The first two categories together cover matter and method.  The
third category, as the name suggests, is the traditional category of manner -
it covers the way that you deliver your speech.

So let us begin!
To win a debate, you must do two things:
1.  Give good reasons why your side of the topic is true, and
2.  Show why your opposition’s reasons are wrong (rebuttal).
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We are concerned with the first point.  Your group of prepared ideas about
why your side of the topic is true is known as your ‘case’.  To prepare a case,
you really need to do three things:
1. You need to decide what the words of the topic mean for the purposes of

this debate.  This is known as your ‘definition’.
2. You need to think of some reasons why your side of the topic is true.

These reasons are known as your ‘arguments’.  As debaters, we try to join
our arguments together into a single ‘case approach’.

3.  You then need to divide your arguments between your first and second
speakers, so that each speaker knows what he or she has to present.  This
process is known as the ‘split’.

This chapter is about that preparation process.  We start by discussing
the best way to find the issue of your debate, and how to define the words in
the topic to reflect that issue (Step One).  We then move on to examine the
best way to develop your overall case approach.  This is Step Two.  Once your
team has decided upon a case approach, you are ready to start developing
your individual arguments. This is Step Three.  Step  Four  explains  the  best
way  to  divide  those  arguments  between  your  first  and second  speakers:
that  is,  it  deals  with  the  split.   Once your team has split the arguments,
the first and second speaker are ready to prepare their individual speeches.
This is Step Five.  Finally, we will examine some effective overall techniques
for team preparation.

B. Finding the Battleground
All great historical battles had one thing in common: at least both

sides came to the right address! This section is about finding where the
battleground should be (identifying the issue) and setting the battle at that
location (defining the topic for the debate).  This should be is the first step in
your preparation.

C. Finding the Issue
The first step in preparing any debate is working out the issue for the

debate.  Your team should agree on the issue before proceeding to any other
preparation.  Often, this will be very easy; the topic itself will tell you the
issue.   The first principle is simple: where there is a clear issue, debate that
issue! For example, let’s take the topic “THAT THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD
BAN SMOKING”. Wouldn’tit be clever   to say that “smoking”means
“smoking marijuana”? Wouldn’t it be crafty  if  “smoking”  was  a  reference
to  campfires  in National   Parks?ina word, NO. Althoughthese other issues
might make for interesting debates on other occasions, the topic in this case
is plain and clear; it is a reference to tobacco smoking. This is how most
people would read the topic, and this is therefore the issue that you should
debate.

On  other  occasions,  however,  the  issue  will  not  be  absolutely
clear.    The second principle of issue-spotting is that, in these cases, you
need to find the issue that is most obvious, most relevant, or most debatable.
Above all, remember to debate about an issue.   For example, suppose you
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have the topic “THAT THE CARROT IS BETTER THAN THE STICK”. This is
obviously intended to be a metaphor; if you read the topic literally, you
would spend an entire debate discussing the pros and cons of carrots and
sticks! In this case, the most debatable issue is whether incentive (the carrot)
is more effective than the threat of punishment (the stick).

On some  very  rare  occasions,  there  is  no  issue  thatappears  most
obvious,  most relevant or mostdebatable. For example, considerthe topic
“THAT IT’S NOT WHETHER YOU WIN OR LOSE, BUT HOW YOU PLAY THE
GAME”. Is this a debate about sport? orabout life generally?  The issue seems
to be whether the means justify the ends.   Is it therefore a debate about
politics? Or perhaps even about whether terrorism is ever justified? The
answer is given by a third principle: where there is no obvious issue, you
must choose an issue that the topic could refer to.  For example, any of the
issues suggested above would be an acceptable interpretation of the topic. In
this case, the best approach would probably be to select the general
philosophical issue (whether the means justify the ends). This matches the
general philosophical nature of the topic itself and minimizes the chance that
you and your opposition will be debating about completely different issues.
You can always use specific material (for example, sport or politics) as
examples.

However, this does not mean that you should always select the most
general issue. For example, let’s take the topic “THAT BIG IS BEAUTIFUL”.  The
most general issue here is ‘whether big things are better than small things’,
but there is really nothing to debate on this issue: the entire debate would
become a long list of big and small things that  are  ‘good’ and  ‘bad’
respectively.  In this case, you must choose another issue. For example, the
issue could be whether we should welcome globalization (by which cultures,
institutions and economies become ‘big’).  Alternatively, it could even be a
debate    about   the role of advertising and popular culture on our self-
images; the affirmative    team    could   argue,   “Big is beautiful, so the
government should   ban unrealistic body images. This is the issue of the
debate.” Instead of automatically choosing the most general issue, the better
approach is to select the issue that you consider most debatable from both
sides.  Unfortunately, it is not possible to be any more specific than this.

There is one vital rule about unclear topics: no matter how difficult the
issue is to identify, you must identify one issue and one issue only! For
example, the topic “THAT  BIG  IS  BEAUTIFUL”  could  be  about
globalization,  or  it  could  be  about media  portrayals  of  body  images,
but  it  cannot  be  about  both.  Each issue could provide a great debate, but
a messy combination of issues will not.   Pick one central issue and stick to it!

For example, consider one school debate on the topic “THAT TWO
SUPERPOWERS ARE BETTER THAN ONE”. The affirmative team debated about
whether the world was more stable and peaceful with one political and
military superpower (that is, the United States), or with two (that is, the
situation during the Cold War, where both the USA and the USSR were
superpowers). The negative team, however, tried to debate about many
issues – their case ranged across issues as diverse as politics, economics and
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pop culture, as they argued that  ‘having fewer of something is better than
having more  of that  same thing’.   Apart from missing the real issue, the
team had made a massive strategic mistake by trying to deal with more than
one central issue.

Having decided on the general issue of the debate, it is time to decide
on the specific and precise meaning of the topic: you need a definition.

D. The Definition
1. What is the Definition?

It is impossible to debate without first understanding what the topic
means.  Therefore, both teams need to decide what they think the topic
means for the purposes of the debate.  This is known as ‘the definition’.
Not many debating topics involve complicated words. Therefore, the
purpose of the definition is not to tell your audience, adjudicator and
opposition what a word means in general. Instead, the purpose of the
definition is to explain what a word means for your debate.    We will
examine the best ways of achieving this purpose shortly.

In  all  cases, the affirmative  team must  present a  definition  of
the topic;  a  clear statement of what the team understands  the  topic  to
mean.  The  first  affirmative speaker  presents  this  definition  early in  his
or  her  speech. Essentially, by defining the topic, the first affirmative
speaker is saying, “We think that this is what the topic means for the
purposes of our debate.  We think that both teams should debate on the
basis of this meaning.”

In  some  circumstances  (explained  later),  the  negative  team
may  disagree  with  the affirmative team’s definition.  In that case, the
negative team is essentially saying, “No – we disagree with your suggested
interpretation of the topic. We think that both teams should be debating
on the basis of another meaning – the meaning given by our definition.”
Therefore, before every debate, both teams need to prepare a definition of
the topic.

2. How to Define a Topic
Above all, both teams should try to be as clear and as simple as

possible when defining the topic.  This involves a number of techniques.
Define terms in the topic, not every single word. There is nothing wrong
with defining individual words.   However, you should choose the terms
and words to define; don’t just define every word for the sake of it. There
are two reasons for this:
a. Defining many words (such as ‘a’ or ‘the’) is both confusing and a waste

of time (for example there is no need to say, “We define the word ‘a’ as
an impersonal indefinite article that precedes nouns commencing with
consonants”!).

b. Often, words can take   on very   different   meanings when    they   are
grouped together. For example, suppose that the topic is “THAT WE
SHOULD SUPPORT POLITICAL CORRECTNESS”. ‘Political correctness’, of
course, has a specific meaning as a term. However, if you define the two
words separately, you will be arguing about whether it is good for a
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politician to be correct. This is clearly not the issue of the debate – in
fact, as we will learn shortly a definition like this would be unreasonable.

 Do not define metaphorical terms literally.  Remember, the
definition is not an exercise for its own sake – it is your chance to
explain what your team understands the topic to mean.  Therefore, if
you believe a topic is metaphorical, you should define the topic with its
metaphorical, not its literal, meaning.  Let’s return to the topic “THAT
THE CARROT IS BETTER THAN THE STICK”.  We’ve already seen that this
topic is a metaphor. It would make no sense, therefore, to define a
carrot as (for example) “an orange vegetable”.  Instead, you would need
to explain that ‘carrot’ is a metaphor for incentive, and ‘stick’ a
metaphor for punishment.

 Do not make definitions too complicated.   This is sometimes
expressed as a simple rule; do not give a dictionary definition.  Firstly,
this creates a risk of defining words wrongly (for example, by defining
metaphorical terms literally, or defining groups of words one word at a
time). More importantly, though, it removes meaning from your
definition. The adjudicator does not want to hear what a dictionary says
about a word – the dictionary was not written with your topic in mind!
Instead, you should explain what you think the terms mean for the
specific topic that you are debating.  Of course, you may  refer to  a
dictionary  to  determine  the  meaning  of  a  word  in  the  topic.
However, you  should  then  rephrase  that  definition  as you  want  it
to  apply  to your debate.

 Be prepared to give examples to explain your definition. This is not
necessary in most topics. However, in some topics, even your definition
won’t really clarify the meaning of the words. For example, suppose that
the topic is “THAT AUSTRALIA IS TOO RELUCTANT TO STAND UP TO
HER FRIENDS”. In this case, no matter how carefully you choose words
to define ‘stand up to her friends’, you will not give an effective or
tangible explanation to your audience.  It is important also to provide
some  examples – such  as,  “For  example,  Australia  can  stand  up  to
her  friends  by diplomatic pressure, by independently determining
which treaties we will enter into, or by joining military action only when
it genuinely suits our national interest.”
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CHAPTER 2
ADJUDICATING

Chapter Overview
This chapter addresses the role the adjudicator plays in assessing the

debate. Theadjudicator adopts the role of the average reasonable person. The
adjudicator has three functions:
– to decide which team has won the debate;
– to provide an explanation of the reasons for the decision; and
– to provide constructive feedback to the debaters.

A. Role of the Adjudicator
The adjudicator adopts the role of an average reasonable person, who

has the averagereasonable person’s knowledge of the topic but who, unlike
the average reasonable person, has expert knowledge of the rules of debate.
Adjudicators must eliminate any preconceived ideas as to the merits of the
issue indebate, and any expert or special knowledge of the subject matter.
The average reasonable person is assumed to be intelligent and capable of
assessing flaws in arguments; theadjudicator is invested with these qualities.
The assumption of this artificial role is one of the most difficult aspects of
adjudication,and imposes a heavy burden on adjudicators. Nonetheless, it is
central to the wholenotion of adjudication. The alternative of permitting
adjudicators to assess a debate from their own personal viewpoint, and to
take into account their own expert knowledge,prejudices and preconceptions,
would strike at the heart of debating as an exercise in theskills of persuasion.

B. Functions of the Adjudicator
The adjudicator has three functions:
1. to decide which team has won the debate;
2. to provide an explanation of the reasons for the decision; and
3. to provide constructive feedback to the debaters.

1. Deciding which team has won the debate
The first task of an adjudicator is to decide which team has won the

debate. The adjudicator’s role is different from that of an average audience
member who asks “was I persuaded?” An adjudicator asks “which team
better performed the process of persuasion, in accordance with the rules
of debate?” There are at least three possible results – a win for the
affirmative team, a win for the negative team, and a tie. In theory, there is
no reason why an adjudicator might not decide that the performance of
the teams was entirely even. However, adjudicatorsshould not award a tie
– partly because of the difficulties it causes competitionorganizers; partly
because it provides an easy escape from making a difficult decision;and
partly because it will be a very rare occasion where two teams are so
evenlybalanced that no distinction between them can be drawn.
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In many debates, the adjudicator is required to award marks to
speakers and teams. Theadjudicator must make the decision and the
marks should reflect that judgment. Themarks exist only as a guide to the
adjudicator’s progressive assessment of the debate. It’s not uncommon in
a close debate to find that when the marks are first totaled, theyreflect a
decision different from the adjudicator’s impression of the debate. If this
occurs,it means either that the marks are in error or that the adjudicator’s
impression at theend of the final speech is in error. In this situation the
adjudicator should carefullyreview the notes of the debate and attempt to
identify where the marks and impressionsdiffer. It might be that the
adjudicator will decide that the final impression was tooheavily based on a
very strong third negative speech – in which case the adjudicator’sdecision
would be modified to reflect a better weighting for that
speaker.Occasionally an adjudicator will add up the marks incorrectly so
that the marks do not reflect the decision which has been announced. In
such a situation, the decisionannounced remains the outcome of the
debate.

2. Explaining reasons for the decision
In delivering the adjudication, adjudicators should highlight the

critical differencesbetween the teams rather than replay the whole debate.
A useful start is to total themarks in each of matter, manner and method
for each team, and to use this as the focusfor comment. There may be one
or several strategic issues which were critical in the debate; issues on
which the debate was won or lost. Focusing on these strategic issues
allows theadjudicator to identify the main reasons for the decision.At the
end of the adjudication, the debaters should have a clear understanding of
whytheir team won or lost. Most complaints arise because adjudicators are
not able toclearly identify the reasons for the result.

3. Providing constructive feedback
Adjudicators are in a position to perform a valuable training

function. Particularlywith novice or school-student debaters, the feedback
offered by an adjudicator is likelyto be the most substantial basis for
improvement.Feedback can affect the confidence of individual debaters.
Adjudicators must take thisresponsibility extremely seriously. An overly
sarcastic or negative adjudication mayundermine the confidence of novice
debaters to the point where they are fearful ofspeaking in public again.
Feedback should be couched in constructive terms.

C. The Adjudication Process
Adjudicators must arrive at their decision after careful consideration.

This will includelistening attentively to all speakers in the debate, taking
notes and applying the rules of debating. Note taking is important because
notes allow an adjudicator to resolve issues whichemerge later in the debate,
for instance, where there is a dispute over the definition ofcertain terms.
Adjudicators must be wary not to enter the debate while making notes by
filtering the comments made by speakers. For example, a speaker may
provide anargument which has no clear link to the topic. The adjudicator may
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infer a link andrecord this inference in their notes, later crediting the speaker
with having made the link.Adjudicators should mark the scores of the
speakers as the debate proceeds. Leaving the marking of scores to the end of
the debate can be a perilous exercise in recalling the matter, method and
manner of earlier speakers. It may result in the adjudicatoroveremphasizing
the impact of third speakers.
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CHAPTER 3
MATTER

Chapter Overview
Matter is the content of the speech. It can be contrasted with the

presentation style of the speech (manner) and the structure of the speech
(method). Matter includes arguments, evidence presented to support those
arguments, examples and analysis. Matter includes substantive matter, rebuttal
and points of information. In debates in which points of information are used,
both the content of the question and the content of the answer are considered
matter.
The elements of matter are:

– logic; and
– relevance.

A. Introduction
The adjudicator must assess the persuasiveness of the arguments

presented by the speaker.This means assessing not just the presence of
matter, but the quality of the matterpresented. In making this assessment,
the adjudicator adopts the role of the averagereasonable person –
dispensing with specialist knowledge of the area and asking thequestion:
how persuaded would the average reasonable person be by this
argumentation?Matter includes substantive matter and rebuttal (arguments
in response to the otherteam). Rebuttal is what distinguishes debating from
public speaking – it is the point of contact between two teams. Where there
is no rebuttal, there is no engagement andthere is no debate.

B. The Elements of Matter
1. Logic

An argument is logical if its conclusion follows from the premise. It
does notnecessarily mean that the premise must be capable of being
proved absolutely. Whilethat may be the goal of philosophers, it would
certainly bring an early end to thedebate! Instead, debaters tend to
grapple with issues that are incapable of absoluteproof and their cases
consist of the gradual accumulation of arguments tendingtowards one
conclusion.For example, in a debate on the topic “That capital punishment
should not be allowed”,the affirmative may state the following premise:
that capital punishment will causewrongly convicted, innocent people to
die. The conclusion that the debater would like to lead the audience to
isthat because the premise is likely to be correct, weightis added to the
overall proposition that capital punishment should not be allowed.Good
debaters develop the premise into an argument and use evidence to show
thatthe premise is likely to be correct.

2. Relevance
An argument is relevant if it is likely to add weight to the overall

proposition that the team is trying to prove. The proposition in turn must
be relevant to the issues in contention in the debate. Relevance is
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especially important in debates given the short period of time available to
each speaker – there is no time for irrelevance.Sometimes, adjudicators
need to approach this element with an open mind, forexample when
assessing the first affirmative speaker’s set up of the debate. While the
information provided in this initial positioning stage may not be directly
relevant(it won’t necessarily add weight to the overall proposition), it may
be crucial to theeventual success of the arguments.

C. Particular Matter Issues
1. Rebuttal

Persuading an audience means that debaters must explain both
why their argumentsare right, as well as why their opponent’s arguments
are wrong. Rebuttal may requireestablishing:
– `that the opposing argument is based on an error of fact, or an

erroneousinterpretation of fact;
– `that the opposing argument is irrelevant to the proof of the topic;
– `that the opposing argument is illogical (the conclusion does not

logically flow from the premise);
– `that the opposing argument, while itself correct, involves

unacceptableimplications; and
– that the opposing argument, while itself correct, should be accorded

little weight.
The structure of rebuttal should be assessed in the method category

while the contentof the rebuttal should be assessed in the matter
category.Inexperienced debaters typically adopt a ‘point-by-point’ style of
rebuttal, listingevery argument and example and rebutting them in
sequence. This is hard to achievein the allocated time and it makes no
acknowledgment of the relative importance ofdifferent aspects of the
opposing case. A far more effective style of rebuttal is for thespeaker to
identify the important strategic issues in the debate and to attack
theseissues and the important examples which support these issues.Every
speaker after the first affirmative speaker must aim to bring the opposing
casesinto conflict by engaging in rebuttal. The balance between
substantive argument and rebuttal in any speech will depend on the
speaker and the nature of the debate. A suggestion, which is by no means
prescriptive, is that about 25–30% of a first orsecond speech might be
devoted to rebuttal and that third speakers might spend the majority of
their speech on rebuttal. However, the proportion of rebuttal tosubstantive
arguments will really depend on the requirements of the debate.

2. The Onus of Proof
In most debates, there is no onus of proof. Both affirmative and

negative teams mustprovide arguments. The affirmative team must assert
positively that the propositionunder debate is true; the negative team
must assert positively that it is untrue. It isnot enough for a negative team
to rely entirely on rebutting the arguments of theaffirmative. In some
forms of parliamentary debate, it is acceptable for a negative team to rely
entirely on rebuttal.
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3. Taking the audience into account
Speakers should pitch their arguments so that the particular

audience can understandtheir case. Adjudicators may take the audience
into account when assessing thepersuasiveness of the arguments.
However, adjudicators should not take the reactionof an audience into
account when making a decision.

4. Assessing the quality of arguments
Adjudicators must assess the quality of arguments. This requires the

adjudicator todistinguish a strong argument from a weak one (from the
viewpoint of an averagereasonable person). A weak argument remains
weak whether or not the opposing team points out itsweakness.
Adjudicators should not wait to see whether the opposition attacks
anargument before judging whether it is weak or strong. If the opposition
effectivelyattacks it, they will score matter points; if they don’t attack it,
they will have missedan opportunity to score matter points (and may be
penalized in method if theargument was an important one).

5. Argument by example
The effective use of examples will add persuasive quality to the

argument. If anargument is removed from the abstract by the use of
familiar or compelling examples,an audience will be more willing to accept
the argument.In some debates, speakers do no more than reel off a list of
examples (supposedly tosupport their conclusion). The opposing team
may reel off a list of contrary examples,and the debate degenerates into a
contest between the length and quality of theopposing lists. Good
speakers identify a few compelling examples, explain theirrelevance and
explore them in sufficient depth. Properly used, examples are an important
aspect of matter. Usually they’ll be mosteffective when used to support an
argument which has been already constructed.Examples should be used as
a support for argument, not as a substitute for it.To illustrate this point, it
is a useful to think of a team case as a large tree. The overallproposition
that the team is trying to establish is like the trunk. The arguments
whichsupport the proposition are like branches. Finally, the leaves are the
examples whichattach themselves to the branches. Trading lists of
examples is like shaking the tree,causing some leaves to fall but allowing
the tree to remain largely intact. Rebuttalmay therefore be more effective
if its intention is to attack the trunk and branches,rather than shake the
tree. The exception to this is where certain examples raised indebates
become crucial to the overall proposition being advanced by a team.

6. References to experts
Debaters will occasionally find that an expert on an issue has

expressed a view whichsupports their team’s argument. Citing an expert in
support of a case is legitimate and is an aspect of matter to be
acknowledged by adjudicators. However, the same caution must be
exercised in regard to expert opinion as has beenexplained in relation to
the use of examples. Authorities should be cited in support of an
argument, not as a substitute for argument. The fact that an expert holds
anopinion usually proves no more than that the expert holds that
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opinion.Unless the reason for the opinion can be fully explained and
independently assessed,the opinion carries only minor weight in the
process of persuasion.

7. New matter from third negative speakers
The final speaker in the debate may not introduce new matter. This

rule causes a great deal of confusion and controversy, mainly around
whatconstitutes new matter. The difficulty created by the rule is resolved
by examining the purpose of the rule. Once the purpose is understood, the
type of material which is excluded is clearer.The purpose of the rule is to
prevent unfairness in the debate. It is unfair for an issueto be raised at a
point in the debate when the opposing team has no opportunity
torespond. Without this rule, a negative team would be able to allocate a
substantialpart of its case to the final speaker, and the affirmative team
would have noopportunity to respond.A number of conclusions follow
from identifying the purpose of the rule:
1. The use of fresh examples to further illustrate an earlier argument is not

new matter;
2. An argument which rebuts opposing arguments or defends the

negative case is notnew matter; and
3. New matter generally consists of an entirely new issue which has not

been canvassedin the debate.
However, there are a number of marginal cases which are not clear-cut
and in suchcases the adjudicator must make a judgment as to whether, in
the context of thedebate, it was fair or unfair for the argument to be raised
by the final speaker.For example, an early speaker may make a brief,
passing reference to an argument, but not develop it at any length or
place much emphasis on it. If the third negativespeaker then elevates the
argument to a central role in the negative case and revealsimplications
which had not been explained, is it new matter? There is no
definiteanswer. In one sense, the issue has already been raised (albeit
briefly), so strictlyspeaking it is not a new issue. But perhaps it is unfair for
the final speaker to give entirely new emphasis andsignificance to the
argument. This must be left for the judgment of the adjudicator,using the
yardstick of fairness.Where new matter is introduced, the adjudicator
simply does not hear such material,and it scores no matter marks. The
speaker may also incur a method penalty for afailure of organization – the
argument should have been led earlier in the debate.

8. The “invalid’ case”
A failure of relevance occurs when teams adopt arguments which,

even if accepted as true,simply fail to address the topic under debate. This
is a particular risk fornegative teams when they incorrectly predict the
approach of the affirmative team. In a debate on the topic “That we would
prefer small government”, the affirmative may argue that small
government is preferable to big government. It would be an invalidfor the
negative to argue that big government can be effective (without reference
to thebenefits or otherwise of small government). It is invalid because the
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negative team’sarguments can be accepted without rejecting the
arguments of the affirmative team.

9. The ‘hung’ case
In a hung case, the first speaker establishes a premise, the second

speaker establishesanother premise, and only after the second premise
can the conclusion be drawn. Inother words, it’s not possible to prove a
final conclusion at the end of the firstspeaker’s speech.  For example, in a
debate on the topic That euthanasia is wrong, the affirmativestructures its
case such that the first speaker argues that euthanasia means the takingof
life; the second speaker argues that taking life is wrong in all
circumstances. If thepremises are valid, the conclusion follows that
euthanasia is wrong in all cases.In this example, it’s impossible to conclude
that euthanasia is wrong after the firstspeech – it is only by considering
the first and second speeches together that theconclusion can be drawn.
This structure does not allow each speech to affirm or negate the topic in
itself. Hung cases are not permitted.

10.Humorous arguments
Humorous arguments should be judged according to the same

requirements as allother arguments – they must be relevant and logical.
Humor will also have animpact on the assessment of manner.
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CHAPTER 4
METHOD

Chapter Overview
Method is the structure and organization of the speech. It can be

contrasted with thepresentation style of the speech (manner) and the content of
the speech (matter). Method includes the fulfillment of speaker roles, the
management of speaking times, the allocation of arguments between speakers
and the cohesion of the team. It includesthe capacity of speakers to adapt their
structure to respond to the dynamic issues of the debate.
The elements of method are:

– responsiveness; and
– structure.

Particular method issues discussed in this chapter are:
– under-time and over-time speeches;
– new matter from third negative speakers; and
– over-emphasis on method in marking.

A. Introduction
Method is the structure and organization of the speech. An average

reasonable person will be more likely to grasp and recall structured and
organized arguments. Method isalso about responsiveness: any strategy
adopted by a speaker or team should be adapted to the dynamic nature of
the debate. Adjudicators should assess the quality of individual and team
method. For example, toomany adjudicators look for the presence of a
definition rather than examining the qualityof the definition. The same can be
said for team splits and other duties performed byindividual speakers or the
team. The rules require adjudicators to examine theeffectiveness of method.

B. The Elements of Method
1. Responsiveness

The structure of one speech will be affected by previous speeches
and will affectsubsequent speeches. Debaters must organize their speech
to support their team andrespond to their opposition. This interaction
makes for a good debate, whether it’s aparliamentary, school or pub
debate. The adjudicator must assess whether speakers have responded
dynamically to thestrategic issues which have emerged during the debate.
For example, adjudicatorsmust assess the extent to which the speaker’s
rebuttal was prioritized to address thestrategic requirements of the
debate. A good example of this aspect of debating is when one team
makes a concession. For example, in a debate on the topic “That smoking
should be banned”, the affirmativemay concede that smoking causes
health problems such as cancer. They may insteadfocus the debate on the
downside of banning a substance with such high levels ofconsumption. It’s
possible in preparing for this debate that the negative team allocated part
of theirteam case to showing the link between smoking and health
problems such as cancer.However, given the concession, it would be a
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waste of time for the negative team tofocus on the link – a strategic error.
Instead, the negative should focus on the issues in contention. Having said
this, it’s also important for the adjudicator to assess theconcession in
terms of its impact on the persuasiveness of the overall propositionsbeing
advanced by both teams. It’s impossible to list every conceivable example
of a strategic failure. Adjudicatorsshould be aware that through the course
of a debate, the strategic onus will shift backand forth between the teams.
If speakers and teams do not adapt to the strategic needsof the debate,
they should be penalized in the method category.

There is a fine line between an adjudicator identifying a strategic
issue, and anadjudicator entering into the debate and implicitly insisting
that teams argue their case in accordance with the adjudicator’s
preferences. Responsiveness impacts on both method (for the reasons
above) and matter.  In termsof matter, the response should be assessed for
its logic and relevance.

2. Structure
The second element of method is structure. Without wanting to

force speakers into a rigid or stereotyped style of speech, it is true to say
that there are certain structuralelements of a speech which will tend to
enhance its effectiveness (and the absence ofwhich will tend to reduce its
effectiveness). This is true of any speech, whether it be a debate speech, a
toast or a seminar paper.
a) Speech structure

An effectively structured speech will tend to have the following features:
– an interesting opening, which captures audience attention and builds

rapport;
– a clear statement of the purpose and general direction of the speech;
– a logical sequence of ideas which is easy for the audience to follow;
– prioritized arguments with time allocated according to their strategic

importance; and
– a conclusion or summary of the major points made in the speech.
It is strongly emphasized that adjudicators should not attempt to force
speakers into a stylized approach to structuring their speech. The test is
whether the structure waseffective in persuading the audience.A second
aspect of a speaker’s structure is the performance by each speaker of
certainduties. Failure to perform these duties may detract from the
effectiveness of the teamperformance. A summary of these duties is set
out in the table below:
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b)Team structure
Debates do not consist of individual speeches in isolation from

each other. Debating isa team activity and each speaker must be
considered in their team role as well as theirindividual role. In
considering team method, adjudicators assess whether the
structureadopted by the team was effective. A team structure will be
most effective when it possesses a single, consistent theme(sometimes
referred to as a team line), chunks of which are assigned to each
speaker(sometimes referred to as the team split).

A team line is important for several reasons. Firstly, each team is
attempting toestablish that their overall proposition is likely to be
correct. Secondly, a cohesiveapproach means that the speakers are
more easily able to link their individualarguments to the overall
proposition. Thirdly, the audience members (who do not take notes) will
be better able to recall the major arguments advanced by the team if
themes are consistent across all speeches.Speakers must present
distinct arguments united under a team line. This division of arguments
(team split) may be thematic or may consist of a series of
individualpoints or arguments, allocated randomly to the speakers. The
thematic approach ispreferred for several reasons. Firstly, team splits
allow teams to avoid repetition andstress complementarity between
speakers. Secondly, team splits allow speakers toprioritize their
arguments strategically.To illustrate the use of team lines and team
splits, consider a debate on the topic That US bases should get out of
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Asia. The affirmative team may adopt a team line aboutthe capacity of
Asia to best handle regional tensions. The affirmative team may alsoadd
that America tends only to inflame tensions. This overall theme
(suggesting Asiacan best handle regional tensions) could be divided
amongst the first two speakers asfollows: the first speaker could focus
on diplomatic and military reasons why US basesshould get out of Asia
(such as improvements in relationships between Asian nationsthrough
increased regional cooperation). The second speaker may focus on the
social reasons why US bases should get out ofAsia (such as the extent
to which local populations are antagonized by the presence of US
forces). This example shows a clear team line and team split. The team
split is clearly linkedto the topic and is prioritized in anticipation of the
likelihood that diplomatic andmilitary considerations will be paramount
in this debate.

C. Particular Method Issues
1. Under-time and over-time speeches

In a debate, each speaker is allocated time to deliver their speech.
The allocationusually takes the form of a minute mark (for example eight
minutes), with a warningbell sounded one or two minutes before this time.
One aspect of effective speech organization is the speaker’s ability to
complete thematerial within the allocated time. It follows that a speaker
who goes significantlyover the allotted time should be penalized in
method. Moreover, in fairness to otherspeakers who abide by the time
limit, material delivered by the speaker after the timelimit should not be
awarded any matter marks. Before a penalty is imposed a speaker is
usually allowed a small amount of leeway –but no more than about 30
seconds. The speaker should use this period to finish thepoint being made
and close their speech.A speech which finishes before the warning bell will
usually indicate poor organization and will usually attract a method
penalty. However, there are exceptions. In a debatein which the two teams
adopt entirely divergent definitions and debate in parallelwithout ever
coming into conflict on the basic issues, the final speaker will justifiablybe
able to say that there was only one issue between the teams – the
question ofdefinition. If the final speaker dealt with that issue thoroughly
and decisively andfinished his speech before the warning bell, the
adjudicator may reward the speaker in method for appreciating that there
was only one issue and not filling up time withirrelevant argument. This is
exceptional but indicates that some flexibility is requiredin assessing
method.A short speech may also affect matter marks through a lack of
argument. Conversely, a short speech packed with strong arguments
might score as well as or better than an unconvincing or repetitive full-
length speech.

2. New matter from third negative speakers
This issue is fully discussed in the matter chapter. Briefly, a third

negative speaker isnot permitted to introduce any new matter. If any new
matter is introduced, it does not score any matter marks and it will usually
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attract a method penalty. The reason for the method penalty is that it’s a
wasted period of the speech – a failure of bothorganization and strategy.
The magnitude of the penalty will depend on the importanceof the new
matter in the context of the speech. If it is a brief, passing reference, it
mayattract no penalty at all. If it is a crucial point in the speaker’s
argument or occupies asignificant period of the speech, it will attract a
substantial penalty.

3. Overemphasis of method
It may have once been the case in debating that adjudicators gave

all speakers virtuallythe same method mark. These days it is common to
see adjudicators give high or lowmethod marks (13 or 17) and to adopt a
far more conservative approach to markingmanner and matter (rarely
deviating between the marks of 28 and 32). The answer tothis over-use of
method is to restore balance to the marking of debates and to
achievesome parity in method marking versus matter and manner
marking. Adjudicatorsshould remember that a 13 in method is the
equivalent of 26 in manner, while a 17 in method is equivalent to 34 in
matter.
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CHAPTER 5
MANNER

Chapter Overview
Manner is the presentation style of the speech. It can be contrasted with

the content of the speech (matter) and the structure of the speech (method).
Manner includes the aspects of a speaker’s presentation which contribute to or
detractfrom their effectiveness as an oral communicator.
The elements of manner are:

– body language; and
– vocal style.

Particular manner issues discussed in this chapter are:
– humor;
– personal attacks on opponents; and
– dress.

A. Introduction
The assessment of manner is probably the most subjective assessment

an adjudicator willmake. The main questions that adjudicators must ask
themselves in assessing manner is“was it effective?” and “did the speaker’s
style contribute to or detract from the force oftheir arguments?”

The variety of speaking styles is infinite. Some speakers use a forceful
and authoritativestyle; others are quiet and calm in their presentation. Some
use theatrical gestures andstride about the stage; while others are relatively
reserved in their presentation. Somespeakers are rapid in their delivery;
others speak slowly and deliberately. Some speakersuse notes while others
speak without them. In any particular debate, these elements may add to or
detract from a speaker’sperformance. There is no rule that speaking loudly is
better or worse than speaking softly,or that avoiding notes is better than
using notes. The test is whether the aspect of thespeaker’s manner
contributed to or detracted from the force of their arguments.

There has been a tendency in recent times for adjudicators to ignore
manner (and to assess debaters on the basis of the matter and method). It is
important to remember that manner is an extremely important factor in
assessing the persuasiveness of a speaker.Research into the elements of
communication consistently demonstrates that the speaker’sstyle of
presentation has a large impact on their perceived credibility. A confident
andfluent speaker will generally be more believable than an uncertain and
stutteringopponent. Similarly, in many cultures, eye contact will be seen as an
indication ofsincerity.

One very powerful example of the power of manner was the 1960 US
presidential debate between John F Kennedy and Richard Nixon – the first
televised presidentialdebate. In their assessment of the more credible and
believable candidate, the audiencewas divided. Television viewers felt that
Kennedy was more credible; radio listenersthought that Nixon was more
credible. One important factor that has been identified as having made
Kennedy more credible to the television audience is that he made eyecontact
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with the cameras, while Nixon’s eyes were largely focused on the
interviewer.Kennedy looked sincere and trustworthy; Nixon looked insincere
and shifty. Kennedywon a very close election.  Debating is an exercise in
persuasion and must reflect the realities of interpersonalcommunication.
There are many adjudicators who award equal manner marks and fail to
distinguish between the qualities of the speakers’ style.  Perhaps the main
reason for this is that distinguishing between speakers with good manner
and speakers with poor manner may be hurtful to weaker speakers. Often,
the weaker speaker already suffersfrom a lack of confidence and the
adjudicator feels that giving them a low score in thisarea would be
distressing for the speaker. This is a thoughtful but not necessarily
helpfulposition to adopt. Improvement comes with recognition of speaking
deficiencies. If aweak manner speaker continually receives 30 marks (the
average) for manner, how arethey to recognize that there’s work to
do?Instead, adjudicators should award marks based on performance. They
shouldn’t secondguess what would motivate the speaker to perform better.
They should couple thishonesty with encouraging feedback, highlighting the
strengths and providing someinsight into how to address the areas for
improvement.

B. The Elements of Manner
1. Body Language

The body language of a speaker is a very important element of their
speaking style. As the expression indicates, body language is a language of
its own. It can have asignificant impact on an audience and can create
powerful impressions such asconfidence, trust and credibility. It should go
without saying that failing to createthese impressions can be very
damaging to the persuasiveness of a speaker. TheKennedy–Nixon debate
is an example in which body language was crucial – eyecontact created
trust.  Some of the elements of body language include:
– eye contact (and the use of notes by speakers);
– gestures; and
– stance.

Eye contact is associated with confidence and sincerity; an
audience is more likely tobelieve someone who is willing to look them in
the eye. Debaters should attempt tomaintain eye contact with their
audience by moving their eyes over the audience as awhole, without
becoming fixated on a single member of the audience, the adjudicatoror
an inanimate object in the room.The overuse of notes limits the eye
contact and reduces the capacity of the adjudicatorto engage with the
audience. Adjudicators should discourage speakers from readingtheir
speeches – a debate is not an essay-reading competition; it is an exercise
inpersuasion that requires engagement with the audience. Notes should
not becomeobtrusive or distracting – either to the audience or to the
speaker. One way ofavoiding this is to record only key words or headings
rather than the whole text of the speech.There are no rules regarding
gestures, except that they should be natural andappropriate to the point
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being made. Overly dramatic or theatrical gestures mayappear forced and
unnatural, and distract an audience. Adjudicators assess the effect of
gestures, determining whether they enhanced the speech or distracted the
audience.Speakers may stand to deliver their message in a variety of ways:
some remain still,other move about the stage. Once again, the adjudicator
will assess whether thespeaker’s stance was distracting, or whether it was
appropriate and effective in thecontext of the speaker’s total presentation.
Speakers should find a stance with whichthey are comfortable.

2. Vocal style
The second element of manner is the vocal style of the speaker.  All

speakers musthave their message heard and understood. Vocal style is
central to this goal. Some of the elements of vocal style are:
– volume and pace;
– tone; and
– clarity and the use of language.

The volume of delivery should be such that the speaker can be
clearly heard by thewhole audience, without doing permanent aural
damage to those in the front row. The pace of the delivery should be
neither so slow as to be ponderous nor so fast that the audience feels
overwhelmed or is unable to keep up with the speaker.

A certain amount of light and shade, or pausing to draw attention
to crucial passages,and then dropping back to a conversational tone, can
be very effective. However, itshould not become artificial or theatrical. The
objective is persuasion, and most people find artifice unconvincing.

The tone of the speech should be confident and conversational.
Adopting such a tonewill allow the speaker to build rapport and trust with
the audience. Some speakershave an ability to lose the favor of the
audience by being overly antagonistic orarrogant. It should come as no
surprise that this affects their capacity to build rapportand trust with the
audience.The clarity of enunciation should allow the speech to be
understood without difficultyand without causing the audience to strain to
comprehend the words. While speakersshould be reasonably fluent, and
cautious of over-using “ums” and “ahs”, debating isnot about getting
things word perfect. It’s about adopting a fluent and
comfortableconversational tone.Debaters should not use overly complex
language and should steer well clear of jargonwhich the audience may not
understand. This is particularly the case with acronymswhich the audience
may be unfamiliar with. Speakers at international competitionsshould take
particular care as the audience or the adjudicator may come from acultural
background different from that of the speaker and may not be familiar
with the use of certain language.

C. Particular Manner Issues
1. Humor

Humor is a valuable tool in the speaker’s kit. Even the most
relentlessly serious topic can usually be lightened with humor.Speakers
who are able to assist the audience’s enjoyment of the debate may
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increase the willingness of the audience to accept their argumentation. It’s
part of the processof developing a rapport with the audience. Sarcastic or
insulting humor may evenhave a negative effect on the audience.

2. Personal attacks on opponents
Audiences generally do not appreciate a speaker who makes

derogatory personalreferences about the opposing debaters. Such
personal references should be firmlydiscouraged, usually by a manner
penalty, since their effect is to create sympathy for the opponent and
hostility to the speaker.

3. Dress
Dress should generally not be taken into account when assessing

the debate. There is no doubt that dress is taken into account in our
everyday life, whether it’s animpression created at a job interview or social
occasion. Yet in debating, dress shouldonly be considered if it distracts the
audience from the arguments that the speaker ispresenting. That said, it
should be a significant distraction and not merely thereflection of the
adjudicator’s personal views on what is appropriate dress.
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CHAPTER 6
DEFINITIONS

Chapter Overview
The purposes of the definition are to:

– identify the issues to be debated; and
– clarify the meaning of words in the topic.

Prohibited definitions are:
– without a clear and logical link to the topic;
– self-proving or truistic;
– time set; or
– unfairly place set.

Definitional debates occur when the teams cannot agree on the
definition. Where there is a definitional dispute, either of two rules may apply,
depending on the competition.The first is the more reasonable rule. Under this
rule, a team may challenge the other team’sdefinition if its definition is more
reasonable. The second is the unreasonable rule. Underthis rule, a team can only
challenge the definition of the other team if the other team hasdefined the
debate unreasonably.

A. The Purposes of the Definition
1. Identifying the issues to be debated

The purpose of the definition is to specify the issue or issues which
arise from thetopic and which are to be resolved by debate between the
teams. Defining the topic is one of the first tasks to be undertaken by each
team. There is no point in arguingthe merits of an issue before the nature
and scope of the issue have been determined.Sometimes, this will be
obvious because the wording of the topic will make clear the issue to be
debated. For example, in a debate on the topic That Australia
shouldaccept more humanitarian refugees, the issue of the debate is
whether Australia should increase (or maintain or reduce) its humanitarian
refugee intake.

On the other hand, many topics do not have a clear and
unequivocal meaning. Debateson topics such as “That the state of the
union is stuffed”, “That the glass is half full” and “thatthe invisible hand has
arthritis” are clearly susceptible to a range of possible meanings.Whatever
the nature of the topic, the affirmative team should clearly state what
issueswill be argued between the teams.Some debating topics are phrased
as absolute propositions, appearing to requireabsolute proof of the
proposition for every single case – for example, “That conformitymakes
cowards of us all” and “That we are all in the same boat”. In such cases,
absolute proofis not required. It is enough to show that the proposition is
generally true.

2. Clarifying the meaning of words
Every topic contains a series of words, some of which need to be

defined. Even topicswith words that appear to be obvious in their meaning
may require definition. Adebate on the topic “That we should legalize
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euthanasia” requires clarification. What does“euthanasia” mean? Does it
refer to active euthanasia (for example, lethal injections) or does it refer to
passive euthanasia (for example, switching off life support machines)?What
does “legalize” mean? Does legalize mean that euthanasia will be available
ondemand or that it will be allowed only with the permission of medical
specialists?These are important words to agree on before arguing the
merits of their case.Debaters will need to anticipate the words in the topic
that may become significantand clarify their meaning to avoid ongoing
confusion.

B. Prohibited Definitions
1. Definitions without a logical and relevant link to the topic

Definitions must have a logical and relevant link to the topic. This is
to be assessed (as with other parts of matter) from the viewpoint of the
average reasonable person.The team defining the topic should be
prepared to show explicitly the link betweenthe topic and the issue or
issues that will be debated. The quality of this link must be assessed in the
same way as any other matter in the debate – in terms of logic and
relevance.If a team adopts a definition which is unexpected, or which
appears to be contrary to the normal interpretation of language, a
credibility gap may be created in the mind of the average reasonable
person. In this situation, the team should give extraattention to bridging
that gap by careful argument.

2. Self-proving or truistic definitions
Teams should not adopt definitions which effectively prevent the

other team fromparticipating in the debate. While philosophers search for
truths, debaters must avoidthem or risk bringing an early end to the
debate. An example of a truism in a debate on the topic “That tomorrow is
another day” is wherethe affirmative defines the word “tomorrow” as being
the day after today, which bydefinition is another day – the definition
contains its own proof of its truth. Anotherexample may be in a debate on
the topic That we should eat, drink and be merry wherethe affirmative
team defines the issue of the debate to be whether humans need to
eatand drink to survive and whether it is better to be happy than sad. The
approach ofthe affirmative team allows little room for the negative team
to move.

3. Definitions which time set the debate
Definitions which time set the debate in the past or future are

prohibited. Forexample, in a debate on the topic That prohibition does not
work, it would be prohibitedto confine the debate to the period of
prohibition in the United States during the1920s. While prohibition during
the 1920s could be used as an argument or exampleto support the team, it
could not be used as the definitional arbiter of what the debatecould and
could not include. Similarly, in a debate on the topic That genetic
engineering should be welcomed and notfeared, it would be prohibited
for the affirmative team to define the debate to be in the next century
where genetic engineering had solved world hunger problems and a
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myriad of diseases. The definition should locate the argument on the day
and hour of the actual debate.

4. Definitions which place set the debate unfairly
Definitions which place set the debate unfairly are prohibited. While

the debate canbe narrowed to a particular place, situation or organization,
it cannot be narrowedunfairly. Consider the possible definitions in a
debate on the topic “That the state of theunion is stuffed”. It may be
reasonable to define the debate to be about federalism, or theEuropean
Union or ASEAN or any other number of national or transnational unions.It
may be reasonable to define the debate to be about the trade union
movement.Undoubtedly these debates have been place set, but not
unfairly.The interpretation of what constitutes an unfairly place set debate
will depend on the venue of the debate, the participants and the audience.
A debate in Australia withAustralian teams might fairly set the debate in
the Australian workplace. The samedefinition may not be fair in front of a
Japanese audience, with an Australian team on the affirmative and a
Malaysian team on the negative. Teams need to carefully consider the
venue, the audience and the participants beforeplace setting the debate.

C. Definitional Debates
As the definition is considered part of matter, the adjudicator does not

wait to see if thedefinition is attacked before deciding whether or not it is
persuasive. However, just asdebaters should seek to avoid making the
definition an issue of contention, so too shouldthe adjudicator where both
teams are happy to get on with the debate.
1. The more reasonable definition rule

In many Australian competitions, a negative team may challenge
the affirmative’sdefinition where it believes that its definition is more
reasonable than the affirmative’sdefinition. Therefore, under this rule, no
team has a right of definition.The test of what is more reasonable is to be
resolved by argument. It is not enough for the first negative speaker to say
“we disagree with the affirmative’s definition, here is a better one”.
Adjudicators should insist that a change of definition be theresult of
argument, not the mere expressions of disagreement.

The presentation of a prohibited definition (discussed above) will
strongly indicate to the adjudicator that the challenge of the negative
team is reasonable. In addition to this, the negative should advance
arguments as to why their definition is morereasonable.While winning the
definitional argument will propel a team well down the path to winning
the debate, it will not always ensure victory. It’s possible for a team to lose
the definitional argument but win the debate. This is because the
definition isregarded as being one of many arguments, though it will be a
strategically importantone if it holds the ongoing attention of both teams.

2. The unreasonable definition rule
In many competitions outside Australia, definitions can only be

challenged when the affirmative team adopts one of the prohibited
definitions above. Such a definition is called an unreasonable definition.
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Where the affirmative team adopts an unreasonabledefinition, the
negative team needs to explain why the definition is unreasonable
andprovide its own (reasonable) definition.  Under this rule, the affirmative
team has theright of definition provided it does not adopt a prohibited
definition.

D. The Even-if Argument
When a definitional debate arises, it’s tempting for debaters

challenging the definition to focus on the definition and ignore the
remainder of their opponent’s arguments. Where the definition is a truism
there’s no alternative but to ignore the arguments. However, the arguments
of the other team should be challenged where possible. Forexample, if the
challenge is launched because the affirmative’s definition has no clear and
logical link to the topic, it may still be possible to rebut the affirmative’s
arguments.In this situation, after challenging the definition, the negative
speaker may say “even iftheir definition is more reasonable, their case is still
weak because ... [rebuttal]....” There are a number of reasons why it’s
undesirable for teams to ignore opposingarguments which are rebuttable:
– The aim of the debate is to foster a clash of ideas. If the two teams refuse

to debate the merits of their opponents’ views, the debate will become a
sterile series of speechesin parallel, conflicting only over the definition.

– Debaters can never be sure that the adjudicator has accepted their
definition. It isstrategically wise to spend some time attacking the
opposing case on its own merits.As noted above, the definitional issue is
not decisive of the outcome of the debate –though it’s more likely to be
decisive where an even-if argument cannot be presented.
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CHAPTER 7
MARKING THE DEBATE

Chapter Overview
The marking scheme allows a maximum of 100 marks to be awarded for

each speaker,subdivided into 40 marks for each of matter and manner and 20
marks for method.A debater who speaks at the expected level for the grade in
each of manner, manner andmethod should receive a score of 30–30–
15=75.The following guidelines should help adjudicators decide the margins by
which teamswin or lose debates:

– Margin 1–4 points: a very close debate, with only minor differences
separating the two teams.

– Margin 5–9 points: a relatively clear decision, with one team having an
obviousadvantage.

– Margin 10+ points: a very clear win, with the losing team probably having
failed in one or more fundamental aspects of its argument or presentation.

A. Introduction
The marking scheme allows a maximum of 100 marks to be awarded

for each speaker,subdivided to allow a maximum of 40 points for each of
matter and manner, and amaximum of 20 points for method. A detailed
analysis of matter, manner and method is provided in preceding chapters.
This chapter is confined to the marking system itself.

B. Selecting a Starting Point
Debaters will want to compare their speeches from debate to debate.

If an adjudicatorallocates a score of 75 for one speech and another
adjudicator allocates 65 for the next, the debater may conclude that their
debating has deteriorated. In fact, it may only meanthat two adjudicators
adopted different starting points. Consequently, adjudicators haveadopted a
uniform starting point for scoring which is related to the expected standard
for the grade. A debater whose overall performance is at the expected level
for the grade in which they are debatingshould receive a score of 75
marks.There is nothing magical about the score 75. However, if all
adjudicators adopt it as their expected standard for any grade of debate,
then it will be possible to comparescoresheets from different debates and
different adjudicators.  For example, if a debater at the Australasian
Intervarsity Debating Championships performed at about the
averagestandard expected for that competition, they would receive a score of
75. Similarly, if a debater at a National Schools Championship performed at
the expected standard for that competition, they would receive a score of 75.
Inexperienced adjudicators may have little knowledge of the average
standard of debate in a particular grade. This knowledge comes only with
experience. Until adjudicatorsdevelop a feel for the standard of a grade, it is
suggested that the first speaker in the debatebe assumed to be of average
standard, and all subsequent speakers be marked relative to thestandard
established by that opening speaker. Marks can always be adjusted later.
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C. Dividing the Points
The marking scheme allows a maximum of 100 marks to be awarded

for each speaker,subdivided to allow a maximum of 40 points for each of
matter and manner, and amaximum of 20 points for method.A debater who
performs at the expected level for the grade in each of manner, manner and
methodshould receive a score of 30–30–15=75.Using this as the general
principle, we can set some slightly more detailed guidelines for adjudicators
as to what individual marks mean: The table above indicates that the lowest
score for a speech is 65 marks, while the highestscore is 85 marks. Most
speeches will score between 70 and 80 marks. For example, adebater could
expect to receive 70 marks for a speech at the lower end of the
expectedrange for that grade, and 80 marks for a speech at the higher end of
the expected range.Marks above or below these are rarely necessary and
would indicate an exceptionally goodor exceptionally poor performance.

D. Determining the Margins
Adjudicators should adopt a roughly identical approach to

determining a margin ofmarks for the same reasons provided for selecting a
consistent starting point.Adopting a marking cheme for the margin means
that it’s possible to say somethingabout the total winning and losing margin
of the debate. In most cases, there will be a mixture of strengths and
weaknesses on both teams. The following guidelines will assist adjudicators
to decide the margins between teams:
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CHAPTER 8
REPLY SPEECHES

A. Introduction
In some competitions, at the end of the third speeches, each team has

an opportunity topresent one more speech, the reply speech. The purpose of
the reply speech is to allowteams to provide an overview of the debate and
to compare and contrast the approaches of both teams.

The reply speech usually lasts for half the speaking time of the
principal speeches and isgiven by the first or second speaker – it cannot be
given by the third. Reply speeches goin reverse order, with the negative reply
first and the affirmative reply last. It is normal to announce at the start of the
debate which speaker who will give the reply speech.However, teams should
be permitted to alter this decision during the debate.

B. Particular Reply Speeches Issues
1. Marking

Since a reply speech is traditionally half the length of the principal
speeches, it ismarked out of half the marks of the principal speeches: each
speech is marked outof 50, with 20 for matter and manner and 10 for
method). In practice, adjudicatorsshould mark reply speeches out of 100
and then halve the marks –half points aretherefore allowed.
The marking range for a reply speech is:

Adjudicators must remember that reply speeches are worth only
half marks and should not be regarded as being as significant as the main
speeches. However, thisdoes not mean that a reasonably close debate
cannot be swung by a convincing replyspeech. If reply speeches could not
have an impact on the result of the debate, therewould be little point
having them.

2. Method
The presence of reply speeches alters the method of the third

speaker (but not the first two speakers). Instead of having to combine both
detailed rebuttal and a broadoverview of the issues, the third speakers
should concentrate on the detailed rebuttaland leave the summary and
overview to the reply speech.As the reply speaker for the negative team
immediately follows their third speaker, the negative team will have to
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work hard to ensure that the reply speaker does notbecome repetitive.
One way might be for the third speaker to focus on detailedrebuttal and
for the reply speaker to compare and contrast the approaches of
bothteams to the major issues in contention.

3. New matter
The rule prohibiting the introduction of new matter by third

negative speakers is notvaried by the presence of reply speeches.  The no
new matter rule applies strictly toreply speeches. The role of a reply
speech is to provide a broad overview and not anexamination of detail. It
is also unfair, because it gives either a very limited opportunityfor the
affirmative team to rebut the new matter (if introduced by the negative
reply) or no opportunity at all for the negative team (if introduced by the
affirmative reply).

4. Points of information
Points of information or other interjections are not allowed in reply

speeches.
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CHAPTER 9
POINTS OF INFORMATION

A. Introduction
A point of information is a formal question by a member of the

opposing team. Points of information allow members of the opposing team
to rise in their place and ask aquestion of the speaker. The speaker can
accept or decline the point of information.Accepting the point of information
means listening to the point and responding.Declining the point of
information means that the offeror cannot even ask the question. A point of
information is a significant opportunity for the offeror to expose a flaw in the
speaker’s argument or to introduce rebuttal. It’s also an opportunity for the
speaker to strengthen their case and answer points of rebuttal.Interjections
(which are informal, audible comments) are allowed in some competitionson
condition that they are brief, pertinent and witty. The rules of those
competitionsusually allow adjudicators to penalize interjectors whose
behavior constitutes heckling.

B. Asking a Point of Information
There are a number of requirements of the debater asking the point of

information:
– Points of information may not be asked in the first or last minute of a

speech.These protected minutes allow the speaker to establish and
summarize argumentswithout interruption.

– Points of information may only be offered to speakers on the opposing
side.

– It is standard for the offeror to stand in their place, place one hand on their
head,extend the other hand forward and state “point of information”. It is
also acceptable for offerors to simply stand in their place as the only
inference that a speaker coulddraw from this is that their opponent
intends to ask a point of information.

– Points of information must be brief. At most they should last 15 seconds.
Long andverbose points of information are more easily evaded as the
audience can becomeconfused about their nature. Points of information
exceeding 15 seconds should bestopped by the chair of the debate, and
may also attract penalties from the adjudicator.

– Points of information should be expressed as a question so that the
speaker is requiredto provide an answer.

– Debaters should not use points of information to badger or heckle their
opponents orthey may find that they are penalized in the same way that
they would be penalized fora personal attack on their opponent.
Adjudicators should exercise discretion where suchinterjections take place
and should first attempt to discourage this behavior beforeimposing
penalties.

– Points of information should be offered regularly and throughout the
course of thedebate. Offering points of information suggests that the
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speaker understands the issuesthrough the course of the debate. Failing to
offer points of information indicates a lackof understanding.

– Points of information are not allowed in reply speeches. Points of
information are a valuable opportunity to attack an opposing argument. In
the same way that rebuttal may be more valuable where it undermines the
foundations of an argument, points of information will be effective where
they attack a strategicallyimportant argument or a significant example.
Points of information should not be wasted;they should address critical
issues in the debate.

C. Answering a Point of  Information
Answering a point of information gives the speaker an opportunity to

strengthen theirarguments and resolve issues in the face of criticism or
confusion.There are a number of requirements of the debater answering the
point of information:
– Speakers are entitled to decline to hear the point of information. However,

once thespeaker accepts a point of information, they must give the offeror
a reasonableopportunity to be heard.

– Speakers must answer a reasonable number of points of information
offered. A speakerwho declines all points of information may be viewed as
lacking the confidence todefend their arguments or trying to shut the
other team out of the debate. Such aspeaker may be penalized in matter
and in method. As a general rule, speakers shouldaccept two to three
points of information during their speech. In Worlds style (fourteam)
debates, accepting at least two points of information means that the
speaker can take at least one point of information from opening and
closing teams.

– Speakers must ensure that their speech is not dominated by points of
information. A speaker who becomes a prisoner to constant interruptions
may score poorly inmethod (for poor organization), matter (for being
unable to introduce sufficientarguments) and perhaps manner (for losing
control of the speech). An audience is quick to tell if a speaker has lost
control, and the effectiveness of the speaker is then much reduced.

– Speakers must attempt to answer the point of information clearly and
succinctly.While they should take time to resolve the point of information,
they should notbecome overly distracted from the development of their
arguments.
Experienced speakers become very good at handling points of
information. They acceptquestions when convenient (usually at the
conclusion of an argument) and answerquestions convincingly, clearly and
succinctly.

D. Assessing Points of Information
Points of information affect the speaker and the offeror as follows.
1. Matter

The point of information can reduce the persuasiveness of the
speaker’s arguments, in which case the offeror should be rewarded. If the
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speaker answers the point ofinformation clearly, and manages to maintain
(or even increase) the persuasiveness of their argument through their
answer, then they too should be rewarded. A speakerwho fails to
effectively answer the point reduces the persuasiveness of their case
andcan have marks deducted in the matter category. A speaker who fails
to take an adequate number of points of information may alsohave marks
deducted in the matter category on the basis that they are avoiding
havingthe persuasiveness of their arguments tested. This must create
doubts in the mind ofthe average reasonable person as to the strength of
the speaker’s arguments.

2. Method
The inclusion of points of information can affect the structure and

organization of a speech. A speaker who takes too many points of
information may experiencesignificant interruptions and this may
adversely affect the clarity and coherence of the speech. Accordingly, a
speaker may have method marks deducted for poororganization. In
contrast, a speaker who takes an appropriate number of points, and takes
them in such a way as to not interrupt the flow of their speech, should be
awarded method marks.

3. Manner
The manner in which points of information are either asked or

answered can also affectthe assessment of manner. A speaker who
becomes flustered and appears nervous whileanswering a point of
information may have manner marks deducted; their nervousnesswould
not imbue an audience with confidence in their arguments. On the other
hand,a speaker who confidently and clearly answers a point of information
should beawarded manner marks. The offeror should similarly be judged
according to the confidence and clarity withwhich they ask the point of
information. They should be careful not to hector orunduly interrupt the
speaker or they may come across as overly aggressive. In extremecases of
hectoring, the offeror may have marks deducted on the basis that
suchbehavior would alienate average reasonable audience members.

E. Chairing the Debate
In this style of debating, the role of the person chairing the debate is

critical. The chairmust keep control of the debate and stop lengthy points of
information. If an offeror isgoing on too long, the chair of the debate should
interrupt and tell the speaker to finishthe point or sit down.Someone
sufficiently experienced and confident in this style, and capable of
interveningwhere necessary, should chair the debate.
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CHAPTER 10
CASE BUILDING

INTRODUCTION
THIS document tries to quickly explain the important aspects that debaters need
to know in order to be able to case build for debating in a competition using
Australasian Parliamentary format. This document should not be considered as
a definitive guide to debating. Please use these examples to help you
understand the idea of competitive debating, not to ruin your own wit and
creativity! We will do two examples. Each example will be explained in parallel,
coded [A] and [B].

AND THE MOTIONS ARE…

AFTERit is decided who is going to be the Affirmative team and who’s going to
be the Negative, the two teams will then decide to pick one motion out of a
choice of three motions. The motions will be in the form of complete
propositional statements (not questions or phrases). Let’s say, for the sake of
our example, the motions selected in example [A] and [B] are:
[A] That we should give President Habibie a chance.
[B] That the world is square.

After the motion is decided, the next thing both teams would do is case
building. There is a period of 30 minutes between the announcement of the
motions and the start of the debate, so considering the time taken to choose
the motion, going to your assigned room (in preliminary rounds), etc., both
teams will have about 15 to 20 minutes on case building. During case building,
each team is not allowed to confer with other people, including their team
manager or coach.

LET’S CASE BUILD!

CASE BUILDING is the process of preparing a case to be debated. What is a case?
As in the legal world, a case is an integrated collection of argumentation, logic,
facts, examples, and statements that one uses to prove a point. Case building
includes:

 deciding on how to define the motion—this is very important!
 preparing the general strategy/approach to defend the case (theme line)
 dividing the tasks of proving the motion to each speaker (team split)
 finding and analyzing the arguments, facts, examples, etc. both for your

side’s case and for the rebuttal of the other side's case
 preparing the individual speeches

There is no definitive guideline on how to case build. Some teams prefer to
brainstorm all ideas that they can think of first, and then try to structure it into a
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solid case. Unfortunately, brainstorming can easily become time consuming.
Another way would be to make the process of case building itself structured
from the very beginning.

HOW ARE WE GOING TO DEFINE THIS?

DECIDING on the definition is a very important part of case building. To define a
motion means giving clear boundaries to what the case will be about. Some
motions are even meaningless without a proper definition! You usually can’t
make good definitions by merely defining each word of the motion according
to a dictionary (except for some key words or phrases). What is more important
is the definition of the motion as a whole.

Debate [A]: Affirmative
The motion is “that we should give President Habibie a chance”. You

would probably decide to use a trivial definition for “President Habibie”, i.e. “the
current president of Republic of Indonesia”. Next, the phrase “to give President
Habibie a chance” may be defined as “to let him rule Indonesia until the end of
his presidential term, i.e. the year 2003”. Now, don’t forget to define who “we”
are! Here, it can be defined as “the Indonesian people, i.e. the citizens of
Republic of Indonesia”, or “the Government side of the parliament (assuming an
Australian form of a parliament)”. [Please note that this document was written in
1998]

The definition as a whole would then be “that the Indonesian people
should let President Habibie rule Indonesia until the end of his presidential
term”. You should consider whether this definition is clear and limited enough
in scope. You should also check whether this definition is valid and therefore
should be accepted by the Negative team. Remember that a definition can (and
should) be challenged by the Negative team if it is either tautological or
truistic, it is considered as squirreling, or it employs time and place setting.
For a clearer explanation on these properties, please refer to the Guidelines for
Debaters document.

Our definition is neither tautological nor truistic. It is highly debatable in
nature. It is also closely related to the original motion, so we’re not squirreling
in any way. There is also no place or time setting here, because the motion itself
already implies an Indonesian setting (“President Habibie”) and a certain period
of time (“to give a chance”).

Debate [A]: Negative
The Negative team would build a case based on the negation of the

motion. The easiest way to do this is to add “that it is not true” in front of the
motion. So in this case we have “that it is not true that we should give President
Habibie a chance”, or in other words, “that we should not give President Habibie
a chance”.

Although during case building the Negative team has no idea of what
the definition is going to be, they can make a calculated guess about the
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definition. In this case it is probably best for the Negative to simply make their
own definition as if they were the Affirmative, since the two definitions would
very likely be compatible.

Assuming that we take the trivial definition, the negation of such
definition from the negative could be "that we should replace President Habibie
as soon as possible". This could then be refined into "that we should let
President Habibie rule only during the transitional period, that is, before the
general election and the special session of the MPR, approximately until 1999".
Your team can then build your case based on that definition.

Be prepared, though, that some teams can make surprising definitions
even with the most obvious motions! For example, the affirmative team could
have defined “to give President Habibie a chance” as “to let President Habibie
rule until the end of 1998 only”. In that case, you’d have to change your
definition of “not to give a chance” instantly during the debate into something
else (e.g. “to replace immediately”). Or, you’d probably realize that the
Affirmative is actually trying to jump into your side of the case, and decide to
challenge the Affirmative’s definition due to squirreling: how can you logically
think of "letting Habibie rule until 1998 only" as the same as “giving him a
chance”? Beware, though, that launching the definitional challenge would result
in two identical cases brought by the two different sides! Does all this sound
complicated? Don’t worry, you’ll get used to it quickly.

Debate [B]: Affirmative
The motion is "that the world is square". There is no way you can define

this trivially; common knowledge dictates that the statement is false if taken
literally! This type of metaphorical motions (usually found in humor rounds) can
be defined into many different cases (as long as they're debatable: no
tautology/truism, no squirreling, no time/place setting). Here is one example
that may seem a bit far-fetched at first.

We define the world as life in general, and since life has so many aspects,
we are going to pick two interrelated aspects of life: religion and marriage
institution. A square is a geometrical shape having four straight lines and four
corners, which to us resembles and reflects rigidity. The same rigidity applies to
religion: religion is a set of dogmatic values based on a belief in the existence of
One Supreme God (hence refining the definition of religion into monotheistic
religion). Religion has strict rules that must be adhered to by its believers, and
its believers take it as a way of life. We are going to propose a definition of
"that a person should not marry another person who has a different religion".
This is directly connected with the rigidity of religions as mentioned above.

Let's examine this sample definition. It is pretty much debatable, no
truism nor tautology is involved. There is no time/place setting (we define
religion into monotheistic religion, but that is allowed since it is not place
setting). Are we squirreling? Well, not if we can explain carefully the steps taken
into arriving to our definition and make sure that there is no missing logical link
between the original motion and our definition.

Note also the careful wording of "should not marry". We are not saying
whether inter-religious marriages should be allowed or not. Saying that
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something should not be done is not the same as prohibiting that something by
means of law. So the Affirmative here does not really take the role of a
government, but just a group of average persons saying that people should not
perform inter-religious marriages.

Debate [B]: Negative
Although the definition from the Affirmative is harder to guess in this

case, it would be better for the Negative team to insist on case building instead
of waiting for the debate to begin and then build their team's case on the spot.
Firstly, there is always this possibility that the Affirmative violates the rules
about definition, so the Negative should prepare one definition to be brought
forward in case the definition can (or must) be challenged. Secondly, you can
always try to look into the spirit of the motion and then negate that, or in other
words, try to negate the motion in a philosophical level. Thirdly, you can also try
to enumerate several possibilities of what the affirmative's definition would be
and how to negate it (e.g. by brainstorming).

Once again, as an example, we will add “that it is not true” in front of the
motion, giving us the statement “that it is not true that the world is square”, or
in other words, “that the world is not square”. Looking up the word ‘square’ in
the dictionary, we find a slang meaning “old-fashioned, unsophisticated”. We
could then define the motion to be about how teenagers today are dictated by
fashion and trend, resulting in the so-called “Generation X” culture.
A question may arise in your mind: what happens if the Negative team builds
this “Generation X” case, and then goes up against an Affirmative team that has
defined the motion as “that a person should not marry another person who has
a different religion”? The answer is that the Negative team will probably have to
dump the case that they have carefully built for 30 minutes and quickly try to
formulate a new strategy and build a new counter-case after hearing the
definition!

WHAT IS OUR THEME LINE? WHAT ARE OUR ARGUMENTS?
A theme line is, simply put, the core argument of your case based on the

motion as it is defined. It is the main idea that links together all speeches from
the first, second, and third speakers. A theme line will ensure that all speeches
will be consistent in proving the case.

A theme line is basically an abstract idea, and different teams might have
different ways to convey it. A theme line should be kept short and simple, and it
may take a form of one single sentence, an arrangement of several statements
into a logical syllogism, etc. Whatever it is, it must by itself prove the motion (as
it is defined) and all arguments brought forward would be based on this theme
line.

Here are theme lines that might appear in our examples. Please
remember that these are only examples! We leave the actual arguments, facts,
data, etc. as your exercise.
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Debate [A]: Affirmative
Premise 1 : Indonesian people should prioritize handling the

economic situation above all else.
Premise 2 : The economic situation can only be handled by a strong

and stable government with a strong and stable leader;
these criteria can only be fulfilled if we let the current
president serve the presidential term fully.

Conclusion : Indonesian people should let President Habibie rule
until the end of his presidential term.

Premise 1 seems pretty obvious and should be fairly easy to prove, but Premise
2 definitely needs a lot of arguments to support it. You might find it easier if
Premise 2 is further broken up into smaller statements. In fact, if this particular
theme line is to be formulated as a single sentence, we'd choose Premise 2 on
its own (assuming that Premise 1 is a generally acceptable assumption).

Debate [A]: Negative
Premise 1 : Indonesian people need a government that is free from

corruption, collusion, and nepotism.
Premise 2 : For a government to be clean and free from corruption,

collusion, and nepotism, its leader, the president, should
also be free from corruption, collusion and nepotism.

Pre-Conclusion : Indonesian people need a president that is free
from corruption, collusion, and nepotism.

Premise 3 : President Habibie is not free from corruption, collusion,
and nepotism.

Conclusion : Indonesian people need a president other than
President Habibie.

Premise 1 may not need too many arguments to prove, since it can be
considered as something that everyone agrees to. However, you should prepare
something to say about this in case the Negative brought up the question of
why should we have a government that is free from corruption, collusion, and
nepotism in the first place. Premise 2 may need some theories of political
science or historical data to support it. The two premises prove the pre-
conclusion. Premise 3 requires that your team provide evidence to your
accusations. If all three premises are proven, then by logical syllogism the
Conclusion is also proven, and this Conclusion is simply another way of saying
that President Habibie should be replaced as soon as possible.
If this theme line is to be written in a form of a single sentence, try Premise 3
alone.

Debate [B]: Affirmative
Premise 1 : Religion is a set of dogmatic and fundamental values

and rules that guide and direct people in living their
lives; different religions have different rules about how
one should live their lives.

Premise 2 : Marriage is a bonding of two individuals in holy
matrimony; it is the closest form of juxtaposition
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possible between two persons, and any fundamental
differences between them would be very likely to
disturb a marriage.

Premise 3 : If a person marries another person with a different
religion, there will be a fundamental difference between
the two individuals that may be hazardous to the
harmony of the marriage.

Conclusion : A person should not marry another person with a
different religion.

If this theme line is to be written in a form of a single sentence, try Premise 3
alone.

Debate [B]: Negative
We leave this one as your exercise.

WHO'S GOING TO SAY WHAT?

DEBATING is a team activity. One person cannot take all the arguments
and become the sole defender of the team's case. Therefore, there is a need to
decide on the team split. The team split is, simply put, the division (distribution)
of arguments to the first, second, and probably, in the case of Affirmative, third
speaker.

Be careful, though, that each individual speech by itself must already
prove the motion. So, if you had been making theme lines using the syllogism
strategy, you don't turn the theme line directly into a team split, i.e. by
assigning Premise 1 to the first speaker and Premise 2 to the second speaker.
Doing so would result in what is called a hung case. A hung case is when an
individual speech fails to prove the motion by itself, but instead requires
coupling it with other speeches to be able to finally prove the motion.
Adjudicators would give a low score on Method to teams with a hung case,
because hung cases make it hard for the other side to rebut your arguments.

A common way of splitting tasks is to divide them into several aspects
(e.q. economic, social, political, cultural, etc.) and then give each speaker one or
two aspects. Other divisions could be past to present, philosophical to practical,
benefit of doing to detriments of not doing, etc.

Because the first speaker has to explain the definition, theme line, and
team split (and rebut the first Affirmative's speech if Negative) before launching
into his/her part of the split, usually the split between the first and second
speakers are not balanced but weighs more heavily to the second speaker.
Indeed, the second speaker is often said to have to provide the ‘meat’ of the
team's case, i.e. the strongest and most important arguments from the team.
Also, it often happens that the first speaker (especially that of the Affirmative)
has to deliver some introductory information to the issue of the debate (such as
historical background, significance of discussing the issue, etc.).
The format of Australasian Parliamentary prohibits the third speaker of the
Negative team from giving new matter (new examples, especially in rebuttal, are
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allowed). The third speaker from the Affirmative is also discouraged from giving
new matter. Besides, the third speakers mainly have to rebut the other side's
case. The third speakers may give new examples, though, and indeed usually
third speakers are not included in the team split.
Here are sample team splits from our example cases. Again, these are only
examples, and they are by no means perfect!

Debate [A]: Affirmative
First Speaker : the benefit of keeping President Habibie in place until

the end of his term: maintaining stability whilst keeping
the opportunity of peaceful reformations, etc.

Second Speaker : the detriments of insisting on replacing President
Habibie before the end of his presidential term: political
instability  civil war; worsen economic condition 
starvation, etc.

Debate [A]: Negative
We leave this one as your exercise.

Debate [B]: Affirmative
First Speaker : ideological aspect: the constraints from each religion

itself (not allowing believers to marry people with
different religion), etc.

Second Speaker : social aspect: difficulties in child education,
inability to perform religious rituals together, pressure
from family and society, etc.

Debate [B]: Negative
We leave this one as your exercise.

BEFORE GOING UP THERE…

JUST before the time allocated for case building ends, try reiterating the main
points of your case. Make sure that every team member thoroughly understands
the definition, theme line, and team split. This can be done, for example, by
each member starting from the first speaker briefly enumerate the points that
their speech will contain.
Then, take your position, take a deep breath, relax and enjoy the debate.
Happy Debating!
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CHAPTER 11
TOPICS

Introduction
Despite all the challenges of debating technique, the most frustrating

part of organizing a debate can sometimes be finding a good topic!  A good
debating topic, for our style of debate, is generally one in which the issue is
clear and tangible, and for which both teams can make strong and simple
arguments.  What follows is a list of five hundred suggested debating topics.
They are arranged in categories, and sometimes in sub-categories.  They relate
to a wide variety of issues, at various levels of debate.  Most of the topics are
very general, although not all of these topics will be relevant to all debaters in
every country.  This is hardly a ‘perfect’ or definitive list of debating topics.
Hopefully, you will find these topics relevant and useful, whether you set them
as an organizer, use them as a coach or peruse them as a debater.

ASYLUM SEEKERS⇒ THAT THERE SHOULD BE MAXIMUM DETENTION TERMS FOR ILLEGAL
IMMIGRANTS⇒ THAT AUSTRALIA’S TREATMENT OF ASYLUM SEEKERS IS A NATIONAL
DISGRACE⇒ THAT ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS SHOULD BE TREATED LIKE CRIMINALS⇒ THAT THE DETENTION OF MIGRANT CHILDREN IS JUSTIFIED⇒ THAT WE SHOULD END THE MANDATORY DETENTION OF ASYLUM
SEEKERS⇒ THAT WE SHOULD REPATRIATE ALL ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS

AUSTRALIA’S NATIONHOOD⇒ THAT AUSTRALIA SHOULD BECOME A REPUBLIC⇒ THAT NEW ZEALAND SHOULD BE AUSTRALIA'S SEVENTH STATE⇒ THAT WE NEED A NEW AUSTRALIAN FLAG⇒ THAT WE NEED A NEW NATIONAL ANTHEM⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT A POPULARLY ELECTED PRESIDENCY⇒ THAT THE AUSTRALIAN SENATE SHOULD BE ABOLISHED⇒ THAT AUSTRALIA SHOULD ABOLISH ITS STATE GOVERNMENTS⇒ THAT PARLIAMENTS SHOULD HAVE ONLY ONE CHAMBER

CENSORSHIP⇒ THAT WE NEED MORE FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION⇒ THAT THERE IS NO PLACE FOR CENSORSHIP IN A DEMOCRACY⇒ THAT WE SHOULD TAKE LEAVE OF OUR CENSORS⇒ THAT WE NEED MORE CENSORSHIP

FREEDOM OF SPEECH⇒ THAT DEFAMATION LAW IS A REMEDY FOR THE RICH⇒ THAT HATE SPEECH SHOULD BE OUTLAWED⇒ THAT RACIAL VILIFICATION SHOULD BE A CRIME
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⇒ THAT WE SHOULD ALWAYS HAVE THE RIGHT TO BE WRONG⇒ THAT WE SHOULD CENSOR HATE⇒ THAT SPEECH SHOULD BE ABSOLUTELY FREE

FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION⇒ THAT ART SHOULD BE FREE FROM CENSORSHIP⇒ THAT DEPICTIONS OF VIOLENCE SHOULD BE BANNED⇒ THAT FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION SHOULD EXTEND TO FLAG BURNING⇒ THAT PORNOGRAPHY SHOULD BE BANNED

THE COURTS⇒ THAT JUDGES SHOULD BE ELECTED⇒ THAT THE JUDICIARY SHOULD BE A TOOL FOR SOCIAL CHANGE⇒ THAT THE SINGAPOREAN JUSTICE SYSTEM SHOULD BE A MODEL FOR US
ALL⇒ THAT THERE IS A DIFFERENT LAW FOR THE RICH⇒ THAT THE SEXUAL HISTORY OF RAPE VICTIMS SHOULD BE ADMISSIBLE IN
COURT⇒ THAT WE SHOULD NOT EXTRADITE ACCUSED CRIMINALS TO FACE THE
DEATH PENALTY

THE JURY⇒ THAT THE JURY GETS IN THE WAY OF JUSTICE⇒ THAT WE SHOULD ABOLISH TRIAL BY JURY

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT⇒ THAT WE ARE TOO SOFT ON CRIME⇒ THAT WE SHOULD REHABILITATE NOT PUNISH⇒ THAT WE SHOULD UNDERSTAND LESS AND CONDEMN MORE⇒ THAT WE CARE TOO MUCH ABOUT CRIMINALS AND NOT ENOUGH ABOUT
VICTIMS⇒ THAT CRIMINAL TRIALS SHOULD BE TELEVISED⇒ THAT DRINK DRIVERS SHOULD LOSE THEIR LICENSE FOR LIFE⇒ THAT MENTALLY UNSOUND CRIMINALS SHOULD GO TO JAIL⇒ THAT PRISONERS SHOULD HAVE NO RIGHT TO VOTE⇒ THAT PROSTITUTION SHOULD BE LEGALISED⇒ THAT WE SHOULD BAN PRISONERS FROM PUBLISHING ACCOUNTS OF
THEIR CRIMES⇒ THAT WE SHOULD BRING BACK THE BOOT CAMP⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT MANDATORY SENTENCING FOR REPEAT
OFFENDERS⇒ THAT BANNING HANDGUNS GIVES CRIMINALS THE UPPER HAND

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT⇒ THAT CAPITAL PUNISHMENT IS NEVER JUSTIFIED⇒ THAT CAPITAL PUNISHMENT SHOULD BE REINTRODUCED⇒ THAT EXECUTIONS SHOULD BE TELEVISED
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CRIMES OF UNIVERSAL JURISDICTION⇒ THAT FOLLOWING ORDERS SHOULD BE NO EXCUSE⇒ THAT INTERNATIONAL CRIMES DESERVE AN INTERNATIONAL COURT⇒ THAT OLD DICTATORS SHOULD NOT HAVE TO FACE THE MUSIC⇒ THAT THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT WON'T WORK⇒ THAT WE SHOULD CONTINUE TO PROSECUTE WORLD WAR II WAR
CRIMINALS

JUVENILE CRIME⇒ THAT JUVENILE CRIMINALS SHOULD BE STRICTLY PUNISHED⇒ THAT JUVENILE OFFENDERS SHOULD BE TRIED AS ADULTS⇒ THAT STRICT PUNISHMENT IS THE BEST WAY TO DECREASE JUVENILE
CRIME⇒ THAT WE ARE TOO SOFT ON JUVENILE CRIME

CULTURE⇒ THAT A LANGUAGE THAT NEEDS PROTECTING ISN'T WORTH PROTECTING⇒ THAT WE SHOULD GIVE NATIONAL TREASURES BACK TO THEIR PEOPLE

THE ARTS⇒ THAT THE ARTS SHOULD FUND THEMSELVES⇒ THAT GOVERNMENTS SHOULD SUBSIDISE THE ARTS

LOCAL CONTENT REQUIREMENTS⇒ THAT THERE SHOULD BE MORE AUSTRALIAN PROGRAMS ON TELEVISION⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT DOMESTIC CONTENT QUOTAS IN
BROADCASTING⇒ THAT WE SHOULD STOP THE POLLUTION OF LOCAL MEDIA

THE FILM INDUSTRY⇒ THAT WE SHOULD REGRET THE INFLUENCE OF HOLLYWOOD⇒ THAT HOLLYWOOD SHOULD STOP TRYING TO TEACH HISTORY⇒ THAT THE BLOCKBUSTER HAS RUINED THE ART OF CINEMA

DEMOCRACY⇒ THAT DEMOCRACY IS A SHAM⇒ THAT DEMOCRACY IS AN ILLUSION⇒ THAT DEMOCRACY IS OVERVALUED⇒ THAT DEMOCRACY IS SO GOOD THAT EVERYONE SHOULD BE MADE TO
HAVE

IT⇒ THAT TECHNOLOGY ENHANCES DEMOCRACY⇒ THAT TRUE DEMOCRACY IS DIRECT DEMOCRACY⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT CITIZEN-INITIATED REFERENDA

DEMOCRACY AND DEVELOPMENT⇒ THAT DEMOCRACY SHOULD NEVER BE COMPROMISED FOR PROGRESS
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⇒ THAT DEMOCRACY HAS FAILED THE DEVELOPING WORLD

DEMOCRACY AND DICTATORSHIP⇒ THAT DEVELOPING NATIONS NEED STRONG DICTATORSHIP⇒ THAT DICTATORSHIP IS JUSTIFIABLE⇒ THAT STRONG DICTATORSHIP IS BETTER THAN WEAK DEMOCRACY

DRUGS⇒ THAT ALCOHOL IS A GREATER PROBLEM THAN CIGARETTES⇒ THAT MARIJUANA SHOULD BE TREATED THE SAME AS ALCOHOL AND

CIGARETTES⇒ THAT THE WAR ON DRUGS IS NOT WORTH THE FIGHT⇒ THAT WE SHOULD LEGALISE ALL DRUGS⇒ THAT WE SHOULD LEGALISE SOFT DRUGS⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT A HEROIN TRIAL

ALCOHOL⇒ THAT WE SHOULD BAN ALCOHOL⇒ THAT WE SHOULD BAN THE ADVERTISING OF ALCOHOL

TOBACCO⇒ THAT THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD BAN SMOKING⇒ THAT TOBACCO COMPANIES SHOULD COMPENSATE INDIVIDUAL
SMOKERS⇒ THAT WE SHOULD BAN ALL TOBACCO ADVERTISING⇒ THAT TOBACCO COMPANIES SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO SPONSOR
SPORT

THE ECONOMY⇒ THAT COMPANIES SHOULD BE MADE MORE ACCOUNTABLE⇒ THAT THE COSTS OF CAPITALISM OUTWEIGH THE BENEFITS⇒ THAT THE EURO WILL FAIL⇒ THAT TRADING HOURS SHOULD BE UNRESTRICTED⇒ THAT WE LEAVE TOO MUCH TO THE MARKET

TRADE⇒ THAT WE HAVE GONE TOO FAR DOWN THE PATH OF FREE TRADE⇒ THAT WE STILL NEED TRADE BARRIERS⇒ THAT FREE TRADE HAS BENEFITED AUSTRALIA⇒ THAT FREE TRADE IS THE WAY FORWARD⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUBSIDISE TRADITIONAL INDUSTRIES⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT FREE TRADE⇒ THAT WE SHOULD REGRET THE EXISTENCE OF TRADE BLOCS⇒ THAT THE WORLD TRADE ORGANISATION IS THE FRIEND OF THE
DEVELOPING WORLD
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PUBLIC OWNERSHIP⇒ THAT THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD BUY BACK MAJOR PUBLIC UTILITIES⇒ THAT WE SHOULD PRIVATISE THE LOT⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT PRIVATISATION

EDUCATION⇒ THAT ALL COMPUTER GAMES SHOULD BE EDUCATIONAL⇒ THAT ALL EDUCATION SHOULD BE FREE⇒ THAT EXAMS SHOULD BE REPLACED BY OTHER FORMS OF ASSESSMENT⇒ THAT FORMAL EDUCATION HAS FAILED US⇒ THAT MONEY SPENT ON SENDING STUDENTS ABROAD IS MONEY WELL
SPENT⇒ THAT WE SHOULD ABOLISH STUDENT GRANTS⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SPEND MORE ON EDUCATION

SCHOOL EDUCATION⇒ THAT ALL SCHOOLS SHOULD BE CO-EDUCATIONAL⇒ THAT ALL YEAR EIGHTS SHOULD BE MADE TO DO ‘HOME ECONOMICS’⇒ THAT HOMEWORK SHOULD BE BANNED FOR PRIMARY STUDENTS⇒ THAT INTER-SCHOOL COMPETITIVE SPORT DOES MORE HARM THAN
GOOD⇒ THAT PRIVATE SCHOOLS ARE NOT IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST⇒ THAT SCHOOL ATTENDANCE SHOULD BE VOLUNTARY⇒ THAT SCHOOL DAYS ARE THE BEST DAYS OF OUR LIVES⇒ THAT SCHOOL DAYS SHOULD BE LONGER AND FEWER⇒ THAT SCHOOL UNIFORMS SHOULD BE COMPULSORY⇒ THAT SCHOOL UNIFORMS SHOULD BE SCRAPPED⇒ THAT SCHOOLS SHOULD FOCUS ON PREPARING STUDENTS FOR JOBS⇒ THAT SCHOOLS SHOULD NOT GIVE ASSIGNMENTS OVER THE SCHOOL
HOLIDAYS⇒ THAT STUDENTS SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO LEAVE SCHOOL AT 14⇒ THAT THERE IS A CRISIS IS BOYS’ EDUCATION⇒ THAT THERE SHOULD BE NO COMPUTERS IN SCHOOLS⇒ THAT WE ARE TAUGHT TOO MUCH ABOUT EUROPE AND NOT ENOUGH
ABOUT OUR NEIGHBOURS⇒ THAT WE NEED MORE DISCIPLINE IN OUR SCHOOLS⇒ THAT WE SHOULD ABOLISH PUBLIC FUNDING FOR PRIVATE SCHOOLS⇒ THAT WE SHOULD ABOLISH SCHOOL TUCKSHOPS⇒ THAT WE SHOULD BRING BACK CORPORAL PUNISHMENT IN SCHOOLS⇒ THAT WE SHOULD HAVE TO LEARN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE AT SCHOOL

TERTIARY EDUCATION⇒ THAT CORPORATISATION OF UNIVERSITIES WILL HURT THE CAUSE OF
KNOWLEDGE⇒ THAT TERTIARY EDUCATION SHOULD BE FREE
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EMPLOYMENT AND LABOUR
THE RIGHT TO STRIKE⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT THE RIGHT TO STRIKE⇒ THAT STRIKERS SHOULD BE SACKED⇒ THAT THE STRIKE IS A FAIR WEAPON⇒ THAT PROVIDERS OF ESSENTIAL SERVICES SHOULD HAVE THE RIGHT TO

STRIKE

TRADE UNIONISM⇒ THAT TRADE UNIONISM THREATENS DEMOCRACY⇒ THAT TRADE UNIONS HAVE BECOME IRRELEVANT⇒ THAT TRADE UNIONS HAVE SERVED THEIR PURPOSE⇒ THAT TRADE UNIONS HAVE TOO MUCH POWER⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT COMPULSORY UNIONISM

LABOUR MARKET REGULATION⇒ THAT WE SHOULD ABOLISH THE MINIMUM WAGE⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT A MAXIMUM WAGE⇒ THAT AUSTRALIA SHOULD HAVE A LONGER WORKING WEEK⇒ THAT THE MINIMUM WORKING AGE SHOULD BE INCREASED⇒ THAT THERE SHOULD BE A MANDATORY RETIREMENT AGE⇒ THAT WE SHOULD WORK FOR THE DOLE

THE ENVIRONMENT⇒ THAT WE SHOULD RECYCLE ENVIRONMENTALISTS⇒ THAT DAMS SHOULD BE DAMNED⇒ THAT ENVIRONMENTAL TREATIES DO MORE HARM THAN GOOD⇒ THAT RECREATIONAL FISHING AND HUNTING SHOULD BE BANNED

THE ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT⇒ THAT CAPITALISTS CANNOT BE ENVIRONMENTALISTS⇒ THAT THERE IS NOT ENOUGH GOLD TO GO GREEN⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SACRIFICE ECONOMIC GROWTH FOR THE GOOD OF
THE ENVIRONMENT⇒ THAT MODERN AGRICULTURE IS BAD FOR LOCAL COMMUNITIES

GLOBAL WARMING⇒ THAT WE SHOULD STILL SUPPORT THE KYOTO AGREEMENT⇒ THAT THE KYOTO SUMMIT DIDN’T GO FAR ENOUGH⇒ THAT THE USA WAS JUSTIFIED IN ABANDONING KYOTO⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT INTERNATIONAL TRADING OF POLLUTION
PERMITS⇒ THAT GLOBAL WARMING SHOULD BE OUR NUMBER ONE PRIORITY⇒ THAT WE SHOULD ABANDON FOSSIL FUELS
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THE ENVIRONMENT AND TOURISM⇒ THAT ECO-TOURISM HAS FAILED⇒ THAT WE SHOULD ALLOW COMMERCIAL TOURISM IN NATIONAL PARKS

FEMINISM AND GENDER RELATIONS⇒ THAT FEMINISM HAS FAILED⇒ THAT FEMINISM IS CORRUPTING THE FAMILY⇒ THAT FEMINISM IS DEAD⇒ THAT THE FEMALE OF THE SPECIES IS MORE DEADLY THAN THE MALE⇒ THAT THE WEST SHOULD TREAT STATE SPONSORED SEXISM AS
APARTHEID⇒ THAT WE NEED A MEN’S MOVEMENT TOO⇒ THAT WE SHOULD REGRET FEMINISM⇒ THAT WE SHOULD RESERVE SEATS IN PARLIAMENT FOR WOMEN⇒ THAT WOMEN SHOULD FIGHT IN THE FRONT LINE

MARRIAGE⇒ THAT HOUSEWIVES SHOULD BE PAID FOR THEIR WORK⇒ THAT MARRIAGE IS AN OUTDATED INSTITUTION⇒ THAT THE BRIDE SHOULD WEAR BLACK⇒ THAT WE SHOULD MAKE DIVORCE EASIER

PARENTHOOD⇒ THAT WE SHOULD HAVE PAID PARENTAL LEAVE⇒ THAT WE SHOULD PAY WOMEN TO HAVE BABIES

GAY RIGHTS⇒ THAT WE SHOULD “OUT” GAY CELEBRITIES⇒ THAT WE SHOULD LEGALISE SAME SEX MARRIAGE⇒ THAT SAME SEX COUPLES SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO ADOPT CHILDREN

GLOBALIZATION⇒ THAT ALL BORDERS SHOULD BE OPEN⇒ THAT GLOBALISATION IS KILLING LOCAL CULTURES⇒ THAT GLOBALISATION IS BENEFITING AUSTRALIA⇒ THAT GLOBALISATION MARGINALISES THE POOR⇒ THAT IT WOULD BE BETTER TO LIVE ON A DESERT ISLAND THAN IN THE
GLOBAL VILLAGE⇒ THAT HIGH FENCES MAKE GOOD NEIGHBOURS

MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS⇒ THAT MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS ARE THE NEW IMPERIALISTS⇒ THAT MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS DO MORE HARM THAN GOOD

NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY⇒ THAT NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY HAS BECOME MEANINGLESS⇒ THAT SOVEREIGNTY IS AN OUTDATED CONCEPT
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⇒ THAT THE NATION-STATE IS OUT OF DATE

HUMAN RIGHTS⇒ THAT THE UNITED NATIONS SHOULD TAKE A STRONGER STAND AGAINST
HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES⇒ THAT THERE ARE NO SUCH THINGS AS UNIVERSAL HUMAN RIGHTS⇒ THAT WE NEED A BILL OF RIGHTS⇒ THAT WE SHOULD PAY COMPENSATION FOR THE INJUSTICES OF PAST
GENERATIONS

HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD⇒ THAT AID TO DEVELOPING NATIONS SHOULD BE TIED TO HUMAN RIGHTS⇒ THAT CHILD LABOUR IS JUSTIFIABLE IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD⇒ THAT HUMAN RIGHTS ARE A LUXURY THE DEVELOPING WORLD CANNOT
AFFORD⇒ THAT RICE IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN RIGHTS⇒ THAT THE ONLY HUMAN RIGHT IS THE RIGHT TO GOOD GOVERNANCE⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT CHINA'S "ONE CHILD" POLICY⇒ THAT WE SHOULD BOYCOTT COMPANIES THAT USE CHILD LABOUR

THE INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIETY⇒ THAT CAPITALISM PROVIDES FOR A BETTER SOCIETY THAN SOCIALISM
DOES⇒ THAT WE SHOULD REGRET THE DEMISE OF COMMUNISM⇒ THAT THE NATION’S PROBLEMS ARE BETTER SOLVED BY THE PRIVATE
SECTOR THAN BY GOVERNMENT⇒ THAT WE SHOULD GIVE MARXISM ANOTHER TRY

SOCIAL GOALS⇒ THAT A FAIRER SOCIETY NEEDS HIGHER TAXATION⇒ THAT A GOVERNMENT THAT GOVERNS LEAST GOVERNS BEST⇒ THAT EQUALITY IS THE BENCHMARK OF SOCIETY⇒ THAT EQUITY IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN EFFICIENCY⇒ THAT LOW TAXES ARE PREFERABLE TO EXTENSIVE GOVERNMENT SERVICES⇒ THAT SMALL GOVERNMENT IS THE BEST GOVERNMENT⇒ THAT “EQUAL OPPORTUNITY” IS UNFAIR⇒ THAT SOCIAL SECURITY SHOULD NOT BE MEANS-TESTED⇒ THAT TAXATION IS THEFT⇒ THAT THE WELFARE STATE IS A RIGHT, NOT A SAFETY NET⇒ THAT THERE MUST ALWAYS BE THE POOR⇒ THAT WE SHOULD ABOLISH DIRECT TAXATION

CIVIL LIBERTIES⇒ THAT CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE IS JUSTIFIABLE IN A DEMOCRACY⇒ THAT PRIVATE ORGANISATIONS SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO EXCLUDE
MEMBERS ON THE BASIS OF RACE, GENDER OR SEXUALITY
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⇒ THAT NATIONAL SECURITY CONCERNS JUSTIFY THE RESTRICTION OF CIVIL
LIBERTIES⇒ THAT WE SHOULD COMPROMISE CIVIL LIBERTIES IN THE INTERESTS OF
SECURITY⇒ THAT VICTIMLESS CRIMES SHOULD NOT BE CRIMES AT ALL⇒ THAT THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD STOP PROTECTING CITIZENS FROM
THEMSELVES⇒ THAT WE SHOULD OUTLAW FASCISM⇒ THAT WE SHOULD REINTRODUCE NATIONAL SERVICE⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

ASSORTED⇒ THAT INDIVIDUALISM IS DEAD⇒ THAT NATIONAL SERVICE SHOULD BE COMPULSORY⇒ THAT WE SHOULD BREAK A BAD LAW⇒ THAT WE SHOULD BREAK THE LAW IN THE INTERESTS OF JUSTICE

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND CONFLICT⇒ THAT A GOVERNMENT OWES NO DUTY TO PROTECT THE CITIZENS OF
OTHER NATIONS⇒ THAT MIGHT IS RIGHT⇒ THAT WE SHOULD BAN LAND MINES IMMEDIATELY⇒ THAT WE SHOULD PLAN FOR PEACE BY PREPARING FOR WAR⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT CONSTRUCTIVE ENGAGEMENT⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT MISSILE DEFENCE⇒ THAT WE SHOULD TRADE LAND FOR PEACE

ECONOMIC SANCTIONS⇒ THAT ECONOMIC SANCTIONS ARE PREFERABLE TO WAR⇒ THAT ECONOMIC SANCTIONS DO MORE HARM THAN GOOD

THE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)⇒ THAT NATO IS NO LONGER NECESSARY⇒ THAT RUSSIA SHOULD JOIN NATO⇒ THAT THE EXPANSION OF NATO IS A WRONG MOVE⇒ THAT THE NATO BOMBING OF YUGOSLAVIA WAS JUSTIFIED

UNIPOLARITY VERSUS BIPOLARITY⇒ THAT ONE SUPERPOWER IS BETTER THAN TWO⇒ THAT THE UNIPOLAR WORLD IS MORE PEACEFUL⇒ THAT THE WORLD WAS BETTER WITH THE BERLIN WALL⇒ THAT TWO SUPERPOWERS ARE BETTER THAN ONE⇒ THAT WE SHOULD RESENT HAVING ONE SUPERPOWER

THE UNITED NATIONS⇒ THAT THE UN SHOULD TAKE A GREATER ROLE AS A GLOBAL ENFORCER⇒ THAT THE UNITED NATIONS HAS FAILED
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⇒ THAT THE UNITED NATIONS IS A SPENT FORCE⇒ THAT THE UNITED NATIONS SHOULD HAVE A STANDING ARMY

POLITICAL ASSASSINATION⇒ THAT POLITICAL ASSASSINATIONS ARE A LEGITIMATE TOOL OF FOREIGN
POLICY⇒ THAT THE ASSASSINATION OF DICTATORS IS JUSTIFIABLE

CONFLICT WITH IRAQ⇒ THAT THE SECOND WAR WITH IRAQ WAS JUSTIFIED⇒ THAT IRAN AND NORTH KOREA SHOULD QUAKE AT THE UNITED STATES’
MILITARY SUCCESS IN IRAQ

THE UNITED STATES IN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS⇒ THAT THE USA IS THE EVIL EMPIRE⇒ THAT THE WORLD NEEDS AMERICA TO BE ITS POLICEMAN⇒ THAT WE NEED THE USA IN SOUTHEAST ASIA⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT US MILITARY BASES IN ASIA⇒ THAT WE REGRET THE INFLUENCE OF THE UNITED STATES⇒ THAT THE US IS MORE SINNED AGAINST THAN SINNING

MILITARY INTERVENTION⇒ THAT WE SHOULD INTERVENE MILITARILY IN OTHER PEOPLE’S WARS⇒ THAT WE SHOULD INVADE IN THE INTERESTS OF DEMOCRACY⇒ THAT WE SHOULD KEEP PEACEKEEPERS OUT OF CIVIL WARS

THE INTERNET AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY⇒ THAT MARX WOULD APPROVE OF THE INTERNET⇒ THAT KIDS SPEND TOO MUCH TIME ON THE INTERNET⇒ THAT THE INFORMATION HIGHWAY IS LITTERED WITH ROAD KILL⇒ THAT THE INTERNET WILL BE THE DEATH OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY⇒ THAT WE SHOULD FEAR THE INFORMATION AGE⇒ THAT WE SHOULD WELCOME BIG BUSINESS TO THE INTERNET⇒ THAT WE’RE CAUGHT IN THE WEB

REGULATION⇒ THAT WE NEED AN INTERNET WATCHDOG⇒ THAT WE SHOULD CENSOR THE INTERNET⇒ THAT WE SHOULD REGULATE TRAFFIC ON THE INFORMATION
SUPERHIGHWAY⇒ THAT WE SHOULD ESTABLISH AN INTERNATIONAL CYBER CRIME COURT

MICROSOFT⇒ THAT BILL GATES IS TOO BIG FOR HIS BYTES⇒ THAT MICROSOFT IS TOO BIG⇒ THAT MICROSOFT SHOULD BE BROKEN UP
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THE MEDIA⇒ THAT THE MEDIA HAS BECOME TOO POWERFUL⇒ THAT THE MEDIA IS MORE POWERFUL THAN GOVERNMENT⇒ THAT THE MEDIA IS MORE POWERFUL THAN THE CHURCH⇒ THAT WE SHOULD TAME THE TABLOIDS⇒ THAT WE SHOULD TRUST THE MEDIA⇒ THAT FREEDOM OF THE PRESS IS LIMITED TO THOSE WHO OWN ONE⇒ THAT TELEVISION NEWS COVERAGE IS TOO VIOLENT⇒ THAT THE RIGHT TO A FREE PRESS IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE RIGHT
TO A FAIR TRIAL⇒ THAT REALITY TV SHOULD BE VOTED OUT OF THE HOUSE⇒ THAT REALITY TV REINFORCES DEMEANING SOCIAL STEREOTYPES

ADVERTISING⇒ THAT ADVERTISING DOES MORE HARM THAN GOOD⇒ THAT ADVERTISING IS A CURSE⇒ THAT THERE IS TOO MUCH ADVERTISING IN OUR SOCIETY

THE MEDIA, GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS⇒ THAT GOVERNMENTS SHOULD REGULATE THE MEDIA⇒ THAT THE STATE SHOULD HAVE NO ROLE IN BROADCASTING⇒ THAT WE SHOULD PRIVATISE THE AUSTRALIAN BROADCASTING
CORPORATION⇒ THAT THE MEDIA PLAYS TOO GREAT A ROLE IN MODERN POLITICS

THE MEDIA AND PRIVACY⇒ THAT PUBLIC FIGURES HAVE THE RIGHT TO PRIVATE LIVES⇒ THAT THE PRIVATE LIVES OF POLITICIANS SHOULD BE PUBLIC BUSINESS⇒ THAT THE PRIVATE LIVES OF PUBLIC FIGURES SHOULD NOT BE PUBLIC

PROPERTY⇒ THAT THE PUBLIC'S RIGHT TO KNOW OUTWEIGHS A CANDIDATE'S RIGHT
TO PRIVACY

NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND NUCLEAR ENERGY⇒ THAT AUSTRALIA SHOULD STOP MINING URANIUM⇒ THAT NON-NUCLEAR NATIONS SHOULD STAY THAT WAY⇒ THAT WE REGRET THE NUCLEAR AGE

NUCLEAR WEAPONS⇒ THAT EVERY NATION SHOULD HAVE THE RIGHT TO DEFEND ITSELF WITH
NUCLEAR WEAPONS⇒ THAT WE SHOULD BAN ALL NUCLEAR WEAPONS⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT THE NUCLEAR DETERRENT

NUCLEAR ENERGY⇒ THAT COAL AND OIL ARE A GREATER DANGER THAN NUCLEAR POWER
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⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT THE USE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY

POLITICS⇒ THAT SMALL PARTIES AND INDEPENDENTS IMPEDE THE PARLIAMENTARY
PROCESS⇒ THAT THE THIRD WAY IS THE RIGHT WAY⇒ THAT THE TWO-PARTY SYSTEM HAS FAILED US⇒ THAT THERE IS TOO MUCH SECRECY IN GOVERNMENT

REFORM OF POLITICS⇒ THAT ELECTION CAMPAIGNS SHOULD BE FULLY FINANCED BY THE STATE⇒ THAT VOTING SHOULD BE COMPULSORY⇒ THAT PARLIAMENTARY PRIVILEGE SHOULD BE ABOLISHED⇒ THAT PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION SERVES BETTER THAN ‘FIRST PAST
THE POST’

POLITICIANS⇒ THAT MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT SHOULD HAVE TERM LIMITS⇒ THAT OUR LEADERS ARE NOT EQUAL TO THE CHALLENGES OF
TOMORROW⇒ THAT OUR LEADERS HAVE FAILED US⇒ THAT THERE IS A DEARTH OF LEADERSHIP⇒ THAT POLITICAL COURAGE IS DEAD⇒ THAT OUR POLITICIANS DESERVE MORE RESPECT⇒ THAT WE SHOULD REGRET THE RISE OF CAREER POLITICIANS⇒ THAT OUR POLITICAL LEADERS WORRY TOO MUCH ABOUT THE NEXT
ELECTION⇒ THAT WE SHOULD REGRET THE INFLUENCE OF POLITICAL POLLS

POLITICAL CORRECTNESS⇒ THAT POLITICAL CORRECTNESS HAS GONE TOO FAR⇒ THAT POLITICAL CORRECTNESS IS NECESSARY TO ACHIEVE SOCIAL
JUSTICE

POVERTY AND DEVELOPMENT⇒ THAT DEVELOPING NATIONS SHOULD NOT FOLLOW THE WESTERN
MODEL⇒ THAT SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IS A MYTH

THE DEVELOPED WORLD AND THE UNDERDEVELOPED WORLD⇒ THAT THE DEVELOPED WORLD HAS FAILED THE UNDERDEVELOPED⇒ THAT THE WORLD BANK IS PART OF THE PROBLEM⇒ THAT TRADE IS BETTER THAN AID⇒ THAT WE SHOULD FORGIVE THIRD WORLD DEBT⇒ THAT WE SHOULD REMOVE PATENTS ON PHARMACEUTICAL DRUGS FOR
THE DEVELOPING WORLD
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⇒ THAT WE SHOULD REMOVE PATENT RESTRICTIONS ON AIDS DRUGS FOR
THE DEVELOPING WORLD

POPULATION⇒ THAT WE SHOULD REGRET THE END OF THE POPULATION EXPLOSION⇒ THAT THIRD WORLD AID SHOULD BE DEPENDENT ON BIRTH CONTROL⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT INCREASED POPULATION CONTROL⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT POPULATION CONTROL BY LEGISLATION

RACE RELATIONS AND INDIGENOUS AFFAIRS⇒ THAT WE SHOULD ALLOW MORE IMMIGRATION⇒ THAT HUNTING WITHOUT LICENSES SHOULD BE ALLOWED FOR
INDIGENOUS PEOPLE⇒ THAT MULTICULTURALISM IS A MIRAGE⇒ THAT THE MELTING POT HAS FAILED⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT INDIGENOUS CLAIMS TO SELF-
DETERMINATION

ABORIGINAL RECONCILIATION IN AUSTRALIA⇒ THAT RECONCILIATION IN ON THE WRONG TRACK⇒ THAT THE AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT SHOULD MAKE A TREATY WITH
OUR INDIGENOUS PEOPLES⇒ THAT THE TIDE HAS TURNED AGAINST ABORIGINAL RECONCILIATION⇒ THAT WE CAN CLOSE THE BOOK ON ABORIGINAL RECONCILIATION⇒ THAT WE SHOULD APOLOGISE TO THE STOLEN GENERATION⇒ THAT WE SHOULD COMPENSATE THE STOLEN GENERATION

RELIGION⇒ THAT RELIGION HAS NO PLACE IN SCHOOLS⇒ THAT ALL SCHOOLS SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO TEACH THE THEORY OF
EVOLUTION⇒ THAT THE CHURCH SHOULD PAY MORE ATTENTION TO THE OPINION
POLLS⇒ THAT THE POPE SHOULD GET MARRIED⇒ THAT SCIENCE HAS MADE GOD REDUNDANT

RELIGION AND THE STATE⇒ THAT GOVERNMENTS SHOULD LEAVE CULTS ALONE⇒ THAT THE SEPARATION OF THE CHURCH AND THE STATE HAS GONE TOO
FAR

RELIGION AND POLITICS⇒ THAT THE CHURCH SHOULD STAY OUT OF POLITICS⇒ THAT RELIGION AND POLITICS DON'T MIX
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SCIENCE⇒ THAT SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ARE ADVANCING AT A RATE TOO FAST
FOR THE GOOD OF SOCIETY⇒ THAT SCIENCE HAS OUTLIVED ITS USEFULNESS⇒ THAT SCIENCE IS THE ALCHEMY OF OUR AGE⇒ THAT SCIENCE IS THE ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE⇒ THAT THE MARCH OF SCIENCE HAS GONE TOO FAR⇒ THAT WE LET TECHNOLOGY DO TOO MUCH⇒ THAT MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY HAS OUTSTRIPPED MORALITY

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND SCIENCE⇒ THAT INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SHOULD NOT BE PROPERTY AT ALL⇒ THAT PATENTING OF GENE TECHNOLOGY SHOULD BE BANNED⇒ THAT PATENTING OF MEDICAL FINDINGS IS JUSTIFIED⇒ THAT THE RESULTS OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH SHOULD BE FREE FOR USE BY
EVERYONE

SPACE EXPLORATION⇒ THAT MARS SHOULD WAIT⇒ THAT SPACE EXPLORATION SHOULD BE LEFT TO PRIVATE ENTERPRISE⇒ THAT THE COST OF SPACE EXPLORATION IS JUSTIFIABLE⇒ THAT WE SHOULD GO BACK TO THE MOON⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT SPACE EXPLORATION⇒ THAT WE SHOULD WELCOME SPACE TOURISM

TESTING⇒ THAT GENETIC SCREENING SHOULD BE BANNED⇒ THAT INSURANCE COMPANIES SHOULD BE ABLE TO DO GENETIC TESTING⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT COMPULSORY AIDS TESTING⇒ THAT EMPLOYERS SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO DRUG TEST THEIR EMPLOYEES

SURROGACY⇒ THAT WE SHOULD ALLOW SURROGACY FOR PROFIT⇒ THAT WE SHOULD ALLOW SURROGATE MOTHERHOOD

REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGY⇒ THAT WE SHOULD BAN REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGY⇒ THAT THE FATHER SHOULD BE PRESENT AT CONCEPTION

CLONING⇒ THAT WE SHOULD CLONE HUMANS⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SEND IN THE CLONES

GENETIC ENGINEERING⇒ THAT WE SHOULD GENETICALLY ENGINEER FARM ANIMALS⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT GENETIC ENGINEERING⇒ THAT THE BENEFITS OF GENETIC ENGINEERING OUTWEIGH THE RISKS
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⇒ THAT THE ENGINEERING OF GENES SHOULD BE LEFT TO LEVI⇒ THAT WE SHOULD BAN GENETICALLY MODIFIED PRODUCTS

ASSORTED⇒ THAT THE SANCTITY OF LIFE OUGHT TO BE VALUED OVER THE QUALITY OF
LIFE⇒ THAT WE PLACE TOO MUCH FAITH IN THE MEDICAL PROFESSION⇒ THAT WE SHOULD ALLOW RESEARCH ON FOETAL STEM CELL TISSUE⇒ THAT WE SHOULD HAVE A COMPREHENSIVE DNA DATABASE⇒ THAT WE SHOULD LEGALISE VOLUNTARY EUTHANASIA⇒ THAT WE SHOULD OUTLAW GENETIC DISCRIMINATION⇒ THAT WE SHOULD BAN ALL EXPERIMENTATION ON ANIMALS⇒ THAT ABORTION IS JUSTIFIABLE

SPECIFIC NATIONS AND REGIONS
AFRICA⇒ THAT THE UNITED STATES OF AFRICA WOULD BE A GOOD IDEA⇒ THAT PLACING ‘SMART SANCTIONS’ ON ZIMBABWE IS NOT ENOUGH

AUSTRALASIA⇒ THAT AUSTRALIA HAS A SHAMEFUL HUMAN RIGHTS RECORD⇒ THAT AUSTRALASIA SHOULD HAVE A COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS⇒ THAT ASIA SHOULD TAKE THE LIBERAL PATH⇒ THAT ASEAN SHOULD ADOPT EAST TIMOR⇒ THAT AUSTRALIA SHOULD PLAY POLICEMAN IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC⇒ THAT AUSTRALIA SHOULD RENOUNCE ITS CLAIM ON TIMORESE OIL⇒ THAT AUSTRALIA SHOULD STOP BEING UNCLE SAM’S NEPHEW⇒ THAT AUSTRALIA SHOULD UPGRADE ITS DEFENCES⇒ THAT EAST TIMOR'S BLOOD IS ON AUSTRALIA'S HANDS⇒ THAT THE WORLD HAS FAILED EAST TIMOR⇒ THAT INDONESIA SHOULD TURN ITS BACK ON DEMOCRACY⇒ THAT BHP HAS SOLD PAPUA NEW GUINEA DOWN THE RIVER⇒ THAT CHINA SHOULD FREE TIBET⇒ THAT DEMOCRACY HAS FAILED INDIA⇒ THAT WE SHOULD CONDEMN SINGAPORE⇒ THAT WE SHOULD FEAR CHINA⇒ THAT WE SHOULD FEAR PAKISTAN

EUROPE⇒ THAT WE SUPPORT EUROPEAN FEDERALISM⇒ THAT KOSOVO’S BLOOD IS ON THE WEST’S HANDS

THE MIDDLE EAST⇒ THAT ISRAEL IS MORE SINNED AGAINST THAN SINNING⇒ THAT THE MIDDLE EAST PEACE PROCESS WILL NEVER SUCCEED⇒ THAT THE PEACE IN THE MIDDLE EAST IS AN ILLUSION⇒ THAT THE WEST SHOULD STOP EXCUSING ISRAEL
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⇒ THAT WE CAN WORK WITH ARAFAT AS A PARTNER FOR PEACE⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT THE WEST’S CURRENT APPROACH TO THE

MIDDLE EAST⇒ THAT THE WEST SHOULD LEAVE THE MIDDLE EAST ALONE

RUSSIA⇒ THAT DEMOCRACY IS THE BEST WAY FORWARD FOR RUSSIA

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA⇒ THAT THE AMERICAN DREAM HAS BECOME A NIGHTMARE⇒ THAT THE STATUE OF LIBERTY IS ANYTHING BUT⇒ THAT THE USA SHOULD BE CONDEMNED FOR ITS HUMAN RIGHTS RECORD⇒ THAT GEORGE W BUSH AIN'T ALL THAT BAD⇒ THAT THE UNITED STATES IS IN DECLINE

SPORT
SPORT IN SOCIETY⇒ THAT WE ARE TOO OBSESSED WITH SPORT⇒ THAT WE PAY TOO MUCH ATTENTION TO SPORT⇒ THAT OUR SPORTING HEROES DON’T DESERVE OUR ADMIRATION⇒ THAT SPORT AND POLITICS SHOULD NOT MIX⇒ THAT SPORTING TEAMS SHOULD BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ACTIONS OF

THEIR HOOLIGAN FANS⇒ THAT TELEVISION NETWORKS SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO BROADCAST
MEN’S AND WOMEN’S SPORT EQUALLY

MONEY AND SPORT⇒ THAT COMMERCIALISM HAS RUINED SPORT⇒ THAT THERE IS TOO MUCH MONEY IN SPORT⇒ THAT PROFESSIONALISM HAS RUINED THE OLYMPIC GAMES⇒ THAT SPONSORSHIP IS RUINING SPORT

THE SPIRIT OF SPORT⇒ THAT SPORT HAS BECOME TOO COMPETITIVE⇒ THAT THE OLYMPIC SPIRIT IS DEAD⇒ THAT THE SPIRIT OF SPORT IS DEAD

SPORTING BANS⇒ THAT WE SHOULD BAN BOXING⇒ THAT WE SHOULD BAN HUNTING WITH HOUNDS⇒ THAT WE SHOULD LEGALISE PERFORMANCE ENHANCING DRUGS IN
SPORT

TERRORISM⇒ THAT WE SHOULD SUPPORT THE DEATH PENALTY FOR TERRORISTS⇒ THAT THE WORLD HAS CHANGED FOR THE BETTER SINCE SEPTEMBER 11
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⇒ THAT US FOREIGN POLICY WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR SEPTEMBER 11⇒ THAT WE SHOULD RESTRICT THE REPORTING OF TERRORIST ATTACKS

JUSTIFICATION FOR TERRORISM⇒ THAT SOCIAL INJUSTICE JUSTIFIES POLITICAL VIOLENCE⇒ THAT TERRORISM IS NEVER JUSTIFIED⇒ THAT THERE IS A TIME FOR TERRORISM

NEGOTIATION WITH TERRORISTS⇒ THAT LONG-TERM NEGOTIATION IS THE BEST RESPONSE TO TERRORISM⇒ THAT NEGOTIATION WITH TERRORISTS IS JUSTIFIED⇒ THAT WE SHOULD TALK TO TERRORISTS

THE WAR ON TERROR⇒ THAT THE WAR ON TERROR IS AL-QAEDA’S GREATEST VICTORY⇒ THAT TERRORISM JUSTIFIES WAR⇒ THAT THE BEST WAR ON TERROR IS THE WAR ON POVERTY⇒ THAT CAPTURED MEMBERS OF AL-QAEDA SHOULD NOT BE TREATED AS
ILLEGAL COMBATANTS

YOUNG PEOPLE IN SOCIETY⇒ THAT CHILDREN SHOULD PLAY LESS AND STUDY MORE⇒ THAT KIDS HAVE NEVER HAD IT SO GOOD⇒ THAT KIDS TODAY HAVE IT TOO EASY⇒ THAT OUR LEADERS ARE TOO OLD⇒ THAT PARENTS SHOULD HAVE THE RIGHT TO SMACK THEIR CHILDREN⇒ THAT THE VOTING AGE SHOULD BE LOWERED TO 16⇒ THAT YOUTH ICONS MAKE POOR ROLE MODELS

VARIOUS⇒ THAT COUNTRY LIFE IS BETTER THAN CITY LIFE⇒ THAT DEMONSTRATIONS ARE A WASTE OF TIME⇒ THAT IT’S NOT WHETHER YOU WIN OR LOSE BUT HOW YOU PLAY THE
GAME⇒ THAT THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD DO MORE TO SUPPORT TRADITIONAL
FAMILIES⇒ THAT THE NEW CENTURY WILL BE BETTER THAN THE LAST⇒ THAT TOLERANCE COSTS TOO MUCH⇒ THAT VALENTINE’S DAY IS TOO COMMERCIALISED⇒ THAT WE ARE THE LOST GENERATION⇒ THAT WE SHOULD BAN GAMBLING⇒ THAT WE SHOULD BE MORE PROTECTIVE OF PRIVACY⇒ THAT WE SHOULD BREAK THE LAW TO PROTECT THE RIGHTS OF ANIMALS⇒ THAT WE SHOULD LEGISLATE FOR TOLERANCE⇒ THAT WE SHOULD LEGISLATE NOT LIBERATE⇒ THAT WE SHOULD NOT TAX STUPIDITY⇒ THAT WE SHOULD PROTEST AGAINST McDONALD'S
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⇒ THAT WE SHOULD REGRET THE TWENTIETH CENTURY⇒ THAT WE SHOULD RESTRICT PRIVATE CAR OWNERSHIP⇒ THAT WE SHOULD RESTRICT VEHICLE ACCESS TO THE CITY⇒ THAT ZOOS SHOULD BE CLOSED
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